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Howard gets
$12.Sm from
Congress

•

By
•

Desl~ee

Robinson

-

Hlntop Slalf Reporter

Congress has allocated a federal
budget appropriation increase for

Howard University for the first time in

r

over decade .

•

For the 1990-91 fiscal year, the university is scheduled to receive a $12.8
million dollar inacase over last year's _ •
budget appropriation. Last year, the

federal government appropriation for
the university was $182 million. This
year's total appropriation is estimated at
$195 million.
Of that appi'opriation, Howard University Hospital will receive $7 .39 mil-

•

lion, Residence Life, $5.86 million, and
1.43 million will go to a university
endowment fund.
Bernard Jarvis, assistant to the vice-

. President Franklyn Jenifer met with students Wednesday to discuss\ the proposals In the Howird Commlslon report.

Student committees prepare

~esponse

•

to

tions to the Board of Trustees.
· tions, I want 10' have the input of faculty strengthening of Euroccntric;sm is a
Jenifer said the students have been and student~. Then I will make my rec- minute pan of that recommCndation,"
Hilltop Staff Reporter
giving him a lot of response. He met ommendation to the Trustees."
Minor said. ''The purpose of
Human
with student leaders. individual schools
At the Wednesday meeting, the stu- Civilization program is to givh students
for the past f\vo \\'eeks, students and and colleges, and the general $tudcnt dents questioned the intention of the a multi-cultural outlook. Its emphasis
facull)' on carr-ous have been revie,ving body last Wednesday night.
recommendation to create a HunUUl \viii be on the , diverse cultur ·and etha report \\•ritten' by the Howard UniverMany of the recommendations pro- Civilizations program which called for ics, especially those of Africa s, Asian.
sity Comn1ission. This report analyzed posing to close or consolidate five strengthening the current Eurocentric Caribbean, and American de nt.''
the uni\1Crsi1~• s academic programs and schools and colleges has stirre·d the liberal ans education.
Minor said thr only way o have a
rese'arch in order to make recommenda- student body. Students have expressed
Hassan Minor, staff director of the complele and thorough prog m is 10
tions \\"hich 'vould position the univer- concern about the validity of the report commission, said this recommendation strengthen all aspects of the proposed
silv to nleet the needs of the African and the recommendations. ''These are has been severely misinterpreted espc- ,program.
comn1w1ity in the 21st Century .
not my recommendations and I don 't cially when taken out of context .
Jenifer and r...tinor agreed that the
These recommendations were given . . necessarily agree \Vith everything in
''The recommendation of the Human Human Civi lization rccon1n cndation
to President Frankl)•n G. Jenifer to ana- them," Jenifer said. ''Before I announce Civilization program is not to make was poorly \Vritten and needs t1 be claril)'Ze and l1elp him ntake recommcnda- my opinion on any of ihe recommenda- Howard more Eurocentric. The fied. Jenifer challenged the studcnlS to

the

·-----------------------------------------~!
•
By

Desl~ee

Robinson

t

•••
--.,
,,

H~ttop

Staff Reportei

Howard University security warned
Bethune Hall residents to ''be the eyes
and ears for security," in lieu of a recent
sexual assault on a female student, and
an overall increase in, campus crime.
Last Monday, three female students
were attacked, and one was raped while
enroute to Bethune Hal!.
lic:ti1u11c:, an ail-ic:111ale dormitory
located on Fourth St. houses approxi-

Ope11 All Nigl1t Long
• Founders library now open 24
/1ours during final examinations •

Cheaters Be1vare
• Scant~on may be used to
detect pos~iblc cheaters
during final exams.
See page 24.

Silver met \Vith Jenifer to decide on the
deadlines of the report.
''Originally the deadline was Dec.

see COMMISION, page 6

I'

j

in a long time.''
Dishiell is proposing that a mass
stu dent crime prevention seminar be
given during freshman orientatK>n and
mid-year.
Other seminar panicipants included
Howard security Sgt. Toby Shannon
and Officer EchVard Hull.
The officers 'provided safety booklets concerning 30 ways to prevent
campus crime, self-protection, and a
guide 10 prevent campus crime.
According to the campus crime in-

By Kavin Chapppell
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Hi/top Staft Reporter

•

• l.J:ql' police gear up for
holiday Panhand lers
. See page 7

M.C. Ham111er
• The I.Jammer named
Cnlcrtainet<- of !he )'Car by
student population
See page l I .

'

Me11s Basketball
• Bison play fi rst home
ga1ne this weekend
,...
See p<1ge 13
\

•

.

see SECURITY, page 9

program in this facility is to invite future

problems. This building was not built

By Paula M. White

No longer will ~tudents have to
Jug shopping bags on the bus after
trips -to The Shops or Georgetown.
Just in time for Christmas,
Blockbuster Video, The Wiz and
Up Against the Wall finally opened
their doors to the public this week.
The stores, located in the old
Wonder Bread Building-now
.
Wonder Plaza-on the comer of
Georgia Avenue and Bryant Street,
arc the first of a complex that has
been under construction since the
spring of this year.
Students said that having stores
in the area of the university is a

formation provided, _approximately
90,000 crimes were reponed from colleges and universities across the country last year. Crime statistics showed
that rape has increased 99 percent since
the 1970's.
According to other rape statistic information, a rape occurs every six minutes in America.
Dishiell offered several tips for rape
prevention including: weanng pants

Children's Theatre faces
possible premature end
'

P'a11handlers

see CONGRESS, page 6

revention semmar
I·' . .

11

HUSA President April

•

•

Better ,
late than
never

This week

•

mately 340 residents. However, only 14 Dean said.
females and one male student attended
However, Rhonda Harding. a graduthe crime prevention seminar.
ate assistant at Bethune docs not feel
Sgt. John F. Dishiell of Howard's that the crime tips arc helpftll unless
security division said that the low stu- students practice them.
dent tum-out was a ''definite concern."
''Every year security gives the same
•
Delora Dean , residence counselor at information. and it is difficuli to get
Bethune H3.11, said that the crime pre- residents interested in comin out to
vention seminar is an annual event.
panicipatc," Harding said.
,
''The crime prevention seminar is a
''We had hoped that the r enl at·
routine one \'IC hold every year to warn tacks on women Wou!O imp ovei the
l'~ 1~11l:-. aoout crime which usually
tum.out, but aGtUally this program had
increases during this time ot the year,'' one of the best attendance.-, \ve Have seen

•

re\Vrite the section for clarity and amend
it as they see fit.
Under the direction of the HUSA
Policy Board, which is composed of the
18 schools and colleges presidents
within the university, students have
been organizing committees lo analyze
the entire report and give a formal response to Jenifer and to the Board of
Trustees.

_________________________________

Sexual assault prompts cnme

•

Report

ISSI On

By Rochella Tillery

INSIDE

•

.president for financial management,
attributes the budget increase to congressional acknowledgement of Howard's needs.
''lb.ere was an obvious recognition
of the need for the renovation of Cooke
, Hall, and a recognition of the fact that
the hospital is having severe financial
problems and is in need of federal help:•
Jarvis said
Jarvis said the state senators and
representatives in the house independently come up with their own financial
allocation proposals, and form a conference committee to discuss their differences before making a final recommendation. Jarvis also said that Congress
agreed to a budget increase for Howard
above what was recommended by the
Bush administration.
·
Kevin E. Lofton, executive director
of Howard University Hospital said that
the monies received will be distributed
toWard the hospital 's general operation.
''I am elated by the increase in appropriation especially since the university

The Wonder Plaza opened just In time for the Christmas.
concept that i.f long overdu;,
''Geor~eto~n 1:fniversity has shops
and I think 1t s ruce that Howard has
some shops right here," said Tracey
Merritt, a senior engineering major.
''The people who don 't have cars, but
Jive in the area (of Howard) have easy
access.

''I think the stores \Viii do } ell
here," she added. ''They're 'vh~t it
was missing. You had your f~
everyone cats at McDonald's-tut
you had nO\'lhcre to sl1op beca se
you had to travel so far.''

see MALL, page 9

Although ~e proposal by Vada
Butcher, dean of the College of Fine
Ans, to discontinue the Howard Ch.ii·
dren's Theatre may be an attempt to
avoid a ''disaster waiting to happen,''
the possibility of ending the univcr·
sity's 17-year-old community.outreach
program has been met with stiff opposi·
· tion by parents who think that pulling
tl1e curtains on ~ program would be
the real disaster.
In a memo written last June to Dr.
Joyce Ladner, vice president of 'acaden1ic affairs. Butcher cited ''unsafe
conditions for little children'' in the Fine
Arts building as the reason she would
like to end the theatre program.
Although Butcher would not comment on the situation. Dr. Jeff
Do11aldson. associate dean of the College of Fine Arts, said, ''To house the

with children in mind,'' he said. ''There
arc open stairwells and sophisticated
equipment. We have been fortunate that
no one has been seriously hurt up to this
poin~" Donaldson also said there is

always the possibility of a child being
abducted from the university's open

-

campus.
> Children's Theatre Director and

Creator Ki:lsey Collie would like to see
the program oontinued. He said there is
no real danger of anyone getting hurt in
the Fine Arts building. "This building
isn't any different than a public schooJ

or a church," he said.
Collie has been urging the paren~ of
the more than 5,000 chil<hen ·who have
participated in the program to communicate to the central administration their
desire to see the program continued.
1be parents have begun a letter·writing

see THEATRE, page 9
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Collusion report:
students beware
'

•

report has always been a part of the test
procedure.
''lbc idea of the Collusion report is
to detect cheating, but there arc a string
of things that must be examined,'' she
said.
··~ fonnula is attached to the report
\vhicl1 allo,vs the teacher to study the
extent of agreement patterns of right
-af!.d wrong answers," Williams added.
A professor who has taught F.conomics I and II for 10 years at Howard and
\vished to remain anonymous, said
scantron. testing is a good policy afl4
found the results of the Collusion report
'
to be helpful.
''Before .I came to Howard, ocher
schools had similar test sooring services. The scantron testing procc~ gives
a breakdown of the answer choices, an
iten1 analysis with the correct answers
starred, and what percentage of students
picked the correct answer(' the professor said.
''With the Collusion report, teachers
can find out what students have the
same right and wrong answers. Jn oneof my clas.ses, three students had the
exact right and wrong answers," said the
professor.
While the O;lllusion report does give
the instructor the opportunity to monitor the tests of students he or she suspects of cheating, no official case can be

By Tracy E. Hopkins
Hiutop Staff Reporter

Students usually c9lebrate graduation during May, not December.

I

•

•

•

December gradµates await the future
pcri~-l

•

time.~·

According to \Vallis Parnell. ;111 :1ca-

land. Ohio to seek cmplo)'lllCnt. I \viii
return to Ho\v;1rd for the ccrcn1on)'. to

dcmic advisor in 1he School of Commu11ications. some students have expressed ;1n i111ercs1-, in having a Dcccn1bcr ccren1011y.
''1 think \\'ith the small nun1bcr of
December graduates. it nlight not be
cost efficient. but perhaps student councils and the Undergraduate Student
Assembly might be able to initiate a
program." Parnell also stated that currcrntly. Dcccn1bcr gr.aduates participate
in the May ceren1ony along \vith spring
graduates.
·•Although I plan to return to Cleve-

s..1tisfy nty f:·mily. •· s.1i<l rvtich<icl C;idc.
a m:1n:1gcment 1najor.
Little s:1id that :1\though she qla11s to
return . for co111n1c11ccmc11t exercises in
May, the novelty of graduating \viii
have \Vor11 off and n1os1 December
grads \viii have gone 011 to other things.
Cecil Fra11klin. Ho\vard Uni\'Crsity's
registrar. stat<.·d that s1udcnL-. can only
graduate :1fter both their 3cademic and
financial rcqliircments have been fulfilled. "The)' l1a,'e the s.1n1e rcqL1iremcnts as spring graduates. In fact,
spring grad11atcs have more lee\vay

By Traci Carter

Hilltop Staff Reporter

-

.

\Vith the f11ll semester dra\\•i11g to a
1

closc, son1e Ho,vard U11ivcrsity st11-

dcnts are also comi11g to the end of their
u11dcrgraduatc
~·The

)'cars.

'

advantage of graduating in

December is that there is a smaller
nuntbcr of studc11ts a11d that means lc-s.'>

competition for jobs,'' s.1id Rcbc~ca
Little, a print journalism major.
Ho1.1.•eVer, Little added. ,;It may be
different this )'ear '''ith the recession, all
graduates are bound to have a hard

bcc;1usc the finttls
is early. December grads take finJ at the s.1mc
tin1e as everyone else.'' 1
Franklin noted that ]!he School of
Business yields the higHcst number of
December graduates wilh 30 percent.
follo,ved by the College
Liberal Arts
\vith 21 percent.
Not all December graduates have opti1nistic outlooks. Harve~ Pierre, a hotel/motel management m~jor. said, ''I
plan to return to my ho e state, New
York . I prefer to go ho e rather than
relocate because of I c tremendous
transition from college life to the rigors
of the work place, that's ~he real world! ''

br

Most stude11ts entering Psychology
and Economics courses know that these
departments administer mul tiple
choice, scan.Iron tests. Ho\vever, these
students may not be aware of a ne\v procedure that has been added to the testing
l
process ..
The Collusion report, used lo check
students' answer sheets from those ,tests
requiring a nun1ber two pencil, is a
preventative measure for chea1ll1g, and
indicates \Vhich students ha,•e the same
number of identical right and wro11g
answers.
Collusion is defllled as ''a secret
agreement between two or more people
for an illegaJ purpose.''
Dr. Teresa WillianlS, manager of the
Data Analysis .Center located in the
Howard University College of Medicine, said, ''Tests scored by a mach ine
arc more reliable than those scored by
hand.''
The Office of Da1a Analysis was
formed 16 years ago to compute the
grades of scantron tests and maintain
security of infonnation, according to
Williams. Over time, all of the Health
Affairs departments and some university exams have used the scantron foml
of testing,
Williams added 1ha1 the Collusion

see TESTS, page 6

ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES IN INDEPENDENCE INITIATIVE

Kwanzaa adds an Afro-centric
touch to "-'e holiday season
'

'

'

economics). Nia (purpose). Kl1l1n1ba
(creati\•ity) and lmani (faith).
Traditionally, a sU1gle ca11dle is i11
honor of eacl1 day a11d its S) 111bolic
Hilltop Slaff Reporter~
concept. TI1e ca11dle.s :\re placed i11 t!1c
As 111any African-An1erica1is look kinara. or ca11dle holder. \vl1icl1 is tlit'n
back.on their African heritage, they may placed 011 a 1nkeka. a stand s)·nibolic of
feel a need for holida)S that reflect tl1e the concept of 'fol111dation' a11d 1t1u t
traditions of their O\Vn cuJture.
upon which everything depe11ds.
K\vanzaa, derived from the African
The colors a'\SOCiated 'vitl1 Kwauzaa
celebration of the first frliits, has be- are likewise sy n1bolic. Red. bl;ick a11d
come an increasingly popular cultural green sy n1bolize the blood of tl1e ancestors, the collective color of all black
holiday in recent years.
··Kwanzaa i.s the only holiday tliat people and the land respecli\ ely.
Kwanzaa celebrations have tl1eir
gives us a chance to celebrate our culture," said Damita Coats. senior com- Origin before l11e birth of Cbri~t. bL1t the
puter information major and special modem versio11 wao; recreated by Dr. t\-1 .
programs director for tl1e Howard Uni- Ron K.are11ga in California in 1966.
So will African-Americans substiversity Student Association (HUSA).
tute Kwa1tzaa for Chrism1as? Prob.1bly
'' it evolved from celebrations all over
Africa. lt:s very family oriented and not any time soon.
Coats said, '' By its origin. it's not an
communal.··
The seven day cclebralion tx:gins the alternative to Christmas. It's not a reliday after Christrrias and continues until gious celebration, it 's a cultural celebrathe 1st of January. Each day is symOOlic tion. It works well tx:cause around that
and reflccti.ve of a specific pfinciplc. time we're conditioned to be in a fc.o;tive 1
These seven principles are:
Umoja mood.''
(unity), Kujichagulia (self-determinaKinslia.sha Amani-Dovc. a junior
tion), Ujima (collective work and re- marketing major, has been celebrating
sponsibility). Ujan1aa (cooperative Kwttnzaa all of her li fe and likes the

By Juan Ponder
and Tarryn Nole
•

1

fa111il)' orie11tation and creati,'il)' of the
celebratio11 a_i; con1pared to a con1n1ercial l1olida)'·
~ - ..-................ ··Eacl1 day 1!1e fanlily gi!L-. 1ogi!ll1er
a11d \\' C <liscLJ&; tl1c pri11ci1)le of tl1e da)·.
\Ve . cliscuss \\•!1:1t \\'e ·,,e d911e tl1e past
)·e:.ir 10 pro111ote tl1at principle.'· said
An1c1ni-Oo\·e.
Jec11111e Aike11s. a senior p!101ograpl1)'
n1ajor. said 1l.1e occasio11 is nlore of a
spirill•al sett.,e. ''It's 1101 just lo)·s:· said
Aikens.
For K\\'anzaa. gifL'i sl1ol1ld be self·
n1acle, SllCll a.-. personalized pillows.
\\'Ood-carved 11ame plates. je\\•el r)'.
poems or clotl1i11g.
A. pre·K\Ya1lZaa celebratio11 \\•ill be
held 1011igl1t ;it .7 p.111. i11 A11dre\v Ra11ki11
Men10rial Chapel. ''The purpo5-: IS to
introdl1CC n1orc people to the cc.cbration." Coats said.
.
The School of Divinity a11d Ii.U.S.A.
,,;11 head tl\c cclebratior1 , whicl1 is expected to ha\'C participation fron1
men1bcrs of Ubiquity. the Louisiana

Club. Black Nia F.0.R.C.E., Alpha
S"'ec1hcart-.. NAACP. Haran1bce and
Phi Beta Sign1a. Fraten1ity. among

see KWANZllA, page 6

••

•

How the mon y will be used:
•

5 % invested i St udent Credit Union
5 % used for s ecial student projects

II

1O % to suppo joint

•

HUSA and UIGSA programming

E;::J 10 % lo
~

suppo~ programming from

student coupcils

and other student groups

0
'

20 % tor the vi,i.ling lecturer series
B · 50 % tor educ~ional loans to any
I
HU student 1n good academic standing
•

.

'''

'''

.

B. GARETH NEELY

'Indepehdence Initiative' may bring
more student funding to campus
Nov. 28.
''The purpose of this ini1iative is to
nleet the fai lure of the federal _sovemHilltop Staff Reporter
ment and fUJancial aid offices to meet
Undergraduate Trusicc, M. Kasin1 the financial needs of marginal stuReed. proposed an ''Independence lni- _, dents. This is empowermenl because
ti:1tiyc'' to give HO\Vafd stl1den1S tLn \Ve are working to build the endo\vmcnt
opportunity to enhance t~e amount of of the university ourse lves," Recd said .
funding av11ilable for fi iiancial assisThe initiative would be supported by
' intended to a compulsory monetary contribution of
1;1ncc and to create fundirlg
r:1isc lhe quality of life (tjr all Howard $15 fro m. every full-time and part-lime
Sll1dcnts through specific programs and student each fall and spring semester.
fin;1ncial disburscme11t i~ the Under- The contribution will he classified as a
gradu:1te Studen t Asse.nlbly meeting ''gift'' and would therefore be matched

By B.G. Neely

by the Matching Fund Program created
for Ho\vard University by the United
Slates Federal Government. The SJ" \vould be taken out of the
next tuition increase, which, acoording
to Recd, is likely to take effect next year.
Since Congress matches all gifts to
Howard 's endowment by at least 1 to 1,
in a worst case scenario, Reed believes
the first year of the initiative would
bring in $600,000.
All of th ~ progmm the initia1ive

see INDEPENDENCE, page 6

l

.i

Are v~luables safe iri dorms
over the ·Chrishnas break? ~
•

D.C. GOVERNMENT · Additionally. in some cases, sh ift 'vork
TO OFFER .HOLIDAY is also available. These jobs also may
potentially be offered as en1ploymi.:r1t
EMPLOYMENT
after the holid:1y season to qualified em1

'

\

•

Effective immediately, the D.C.
Department of Employment Services is actively recruiting applicants to fill a number of full and
pan~time job openings for holiday
employment in the Washington
metropolitan area.
Employment is available in
major department storcs1 hotels,
pharmacy c hai ns. food store
chains, .variety stores, boutiques,
restaurants and food service operations for the following positions:
retail sales clerks. customer service
representatives. eashil.°;_rs, markers,
stock clerks, managcn1ent trainees
and food service operators.
Qualified individuals, ages 18
and above, will car11 wages ranging
from $5.00 to $7.00 per hour, based
on experience.
Many positions
offer special bonuses 'such as c1nployee discounts and commissio11s.

ployee s.
Interested persons must inquire
through the local Employment Service
Office scrvi 11g the zip code in which
they reside: or applica11ts may call the
Employment and Training Services
Center bct\vecn 8:30 -a.m. and 5 p.m. at
(202)724-2357 .

The deadline for all works is Jan. 16,
1991 . For further infonnation regarding llle Omowc Journal. please contact
Tracy Mcferrin in Room 110. Blackburn Center, or phone (202)80<l·69 18.

co11junctior1 \Yitl1 the residc11ts of
Carver J lal l. \vii i host a Christmas
Party 011 Su11da}', Dec. 9 to bc11cfit
underprivi l!!gcd District )'OUlh.
Food Baskets \viii lx: pro\1ided
for· 1he chi ldren by Safeway and
Giant food stores.
lleld in Caivcr' Hall 's lounge.
the festivities \vill last fron1 2 to 5
p.m. For fl1rther infom1at~n. ~n
tact lva11 llates. prcsidentle'rthc
couricil. at 319-1534, or Stefainc
Carr at 797-2(>46. any member of
the cou11cil at 806-7491.

MOULTRIE TO STEP
DOWN AS
UNIVERSITY
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

COLWITH

Willi:1n1 tvloL1llrie. llo'''ard' University's athlt.:tic director, \\'ill report·
~ edly step do\v11 as atl1letic director a11d
resume his previous posti(.111 as track
coach.
At press1ime. nu date or reason \vas
The Howard University School of
Communications Stµdcnt Cou11eil, 1n given for 1l1e move.

SCHOOL OF C.
LABO RATES
CARVER HALL

By Erika Gravett
Hilltop Staff Reporter

As the holida)' season approaches.,
students residing in camp,us dormitories
begin to wonder about dorm policies
during the winter break.
Curre11tly. residence halls arc scheduled to close on Saturday, Dec. 22 and
wi ll be available for occupancy to new
en1r.111Ls on Sunday, Jan . (\ 1991 and to
continuing students on Tucsda)', Jan. 8.
Because tht last finals will be held on
Friday, Dec. 2I. donns will remain open
until the next evening, allowing srudentc;; 10 complete an)' last minute tasks.
''The donns arc schedu led to close
Dec. 22 at approxim:1tely 6 p.n1..''
Vi1larie Scott, resident director of the
Harriet Tubman Quc1dr1tngle. said.
During the break. all dorm itories
will be exte rminated. S1udentf should
pull any furniture close to the walls
awa)' from them and place other items

I

on beds. All items on bed should be
covered to protect against any chcmic;1ls tl1at n1a)' c11use dan1 t1ge.
''A conlracror is hired for extennin:1-

tion. Household management is rcSJXJnsiblc for escort ing extenn inarors
through donns.'' Scott' said.
In addition to preparing rooms for
extermination. residents should familiarize themselves with other procedures.
''The usual procedure i.s to have students unplug and tum Off all electrical
appliances, close the .Windows, and tum
the radiator on slightly to prevent the
pipes from bursling," Scott said.
Although securily routinely checks
all donns during the break. stl1dcnts arc
encouraged to take an)•lhi ng of \'t1lue
elsewhere .
''We do encourage students that ha\'e
anything of ,·alue. such as TV's and
radios, lo lake .them home, to a relative 's
holl.-.C or somewhere else," Scott said.
''FortunatCly. we'\'C (lhe Tubman
Quadrangle) never had any students
make any complaints about break-ins
during the break.•• she said.
'
Besides, many students do not feel
•
con1fortable leaving valuables in halls
during the break.
··1 am worried. Tbcrefore, I'm taking)
all my stuff home. It is an inconven-

•

iencc. but I have to protect my stuff,"
freshman Tene McCoy, a resident of
Eton .Towers, said.
Freshman Philosophy major Jennifer Livingston agreed.
·'J am going to leave my valuables
with family members in Maryland,"
l!ivingston s.1id.
•
One alternative to carrying valuables
home is leaving them in storage. ''It
make~ no sense to ~g everything
home," Junior Sharon Coote, a resident
assi.,tant of the Tubman Quadrangle,
said.
, ~
Ho""·ever. students should research
their proposed storage company.
··You have to make sure the places
are legitimate j One )'ear, a loc of people
didn't get their ~uff back on tin..: or get
it at all.·· Coote added.
All mail will be held in the university
post office and will be placed in the
boxes when school resumes.
Housing " 'ill be a\•ailable for those
students " 'ho desire to stay on campus
during the holiday ·season.
""They (students) can stay in dorms

.<

see DORMS, page 6
•

•

•

•
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NEW

DECADE,
I

NEW

3

PRESIDENT,

NEW

CHALLENGES

the campus of the University of the District of
Columbia.
, marks the end of the first full semester under the
The semester has seen an increase in campus
new leadership of President Franklyn Jenffer. /ls
the Howard University community prepares itseW for crime and violence while around the campus, the
Washington, D.C. community continues to hold true
the twenty-first century, the years ahead will serve
to its label as 'the murder capital of the United '
as the foondation upon which the Howard
States."
University of the future will rely.
A.s the semester comes to a close and the
Innovative thinkinb brought a synthesis tradition
university community begins to prepare for a new
and contemporary diversity in this years
· semester and a new calendar year, .Howard
honiecoming celebration, whila social
University continues to move toward new heights,
consciousness pullep Howard stlidents into
eagerly awaiting the future in all of Its uncertainty.
protests in the stre6its of Washington •. D.C. and on
Fall 1990 has been a semester of transition. It

'

•

.

•

•

'

•

•
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MEHARRY IEDICAL COLLEGE

•

,
GRADUATE STUDIES IN
BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
At ~.eharry ~'.edical College, graduate programs are available in Biochemistry
and Molecul1r Riology leading to the Ph.D. degree. Opportunities
exist for re search in
• molecular biology-molec.ular 4 tics
•

membrane biophysics

'.

transmembrane signalling, extracellular matrix and growth
factor research

•

•

•

• enzymology and structure-function relationships in macromolecules
•
•

cellular and metabolic regulation

·

cell biology of cell-cell and cell-substratum interactions
•

• molecular virology
Tuition support is provided for all qualified students, in addition
to a an annual stipend of up to $'11,000.
Meharry Medical College is a historically black institution.
(

For further information complete and mail form to:
Ifeanyi J. Arinze, Ph.D.
Chairman
~
Dept. of Biochemistry
Meharry Medical College
Nashville, TN 3720B
tel: (615) 327-6345

•

•

•

-------------------------------------- ~ ----------------------------- - -------

Mt.HARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE
Fellowships For Graduate Studies In
Biochemistry And Molecular Biology
•

PLEASE PRINT
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ __

Addres• ----------------------~
City, state, zip - - - - - -., -,,- - - - - - - - ---- - - - - -

.I am interested in graduate study beginning _ _ _ _ Fall / Spring _ _ _ _ __
to pursue

) ·

Ph.D.

M.S.

I received (expect to receive) the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ degree in,_•_ _ _ _ _ __

Please send

me application materials.

•
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Don't go!
Military analysts have noted that in the event of a
war with Iraq in the Persian Gulf, the death toll within
the first month \\'ould be SO' great the US \VOuld run out
of reserves from which to call an adequate an1ount of
reinforcements.
Realizing the ever-increasing probability of a draft

and the illegitimate nature of the war, we urge all
reservist and students who could be called to fight in a
bloody oil war to disregard their contracts and to take

any means necessary to avoi_d going _to the gulf.
Many reservist were taken advantage of during the

'

•

•

fighting for the maintenance of an exploitative monar-

chy. and the interest of the wealthy.
Our nation's chief executive is assuring An'iericans
that this will not be' another drawn-out war. And
General C.Olon Powell's principle of invincible force,
which calls for the amassing of an offensive force so
great that it rould overwhelm its enemy, thus, making

that force invincible . may make a relatively short war
a possibility. However, in the event of a US victory, the
Iraqi army 'fill have to be dismantled and to avoid
further Iraqi txpansionism, the entire region will have
1

recruitment procedures. Oftentin1es, military recruiters frequent high schools in hopes of finding young

to be occupi

students with limited.career options to whom to sell the

tary of State Henry Kissinger in particular, have been

idea of joining the armed setvices. Yes, the military is

encouraging our commander-in-chief to take quick
action in the gulf to avoid destabalizing Saudi Arabia.
His advisors have consistently suggested that waiting
for the sanctions to take their full effect would leave US
troops in the region far too long and, thus create an

taking full advantage·of the econon1ic si tuation of poor
young men and· women iit order to increase the size of '
its volunteer forces.

Advertisements for the military

are extremely one-sided. highlighting the economic
and career benefits of joining the armed services while
failing to even mention the risk involved.
As many of the recruiters at Howard University
sugges~ there should be an implicit understanding that
men are going to have to make son1e sacrifices when
they enlist in the military. However, the age and
relative inexperience of the men targeted by military
recruiters indicates that many of them may not fully
understand the risk that are involved' when they sign to
join the military.
Moreover, the liberation of Kuwait through the use
of force is not worth the massive loss of lives which has
been predicted. Kuwait is. after all, an illegitimate
stale that was established by the British. President
Bush can offer no consolation for the deaths of thousands of young American men to reinstate a monarch.
Americans would no longer be fighting for the expansion of the just principles of democracy. We would be

by tl1e US military for years.

Several o President Bush's advisors, former Secre-

image of US imperialism.
It is surprising that the nation's chief negotiator has
' occupying the region after a US victory
not realized that
would cause even more instability .than wailing for the
sanctions to take effect. Moreover, the US presence in
the gulf is already looked upon by religious .factions in

•

Letters to the Editor

r

•

the region as being a Zionist threat which many ·think is

well worth the death of thousands to stop. Also a US
victory would ' intensify anti-American sentiment.

We caution all reservist and students who do decide
to disregard their contracts and take any means necessary to avoid going to the gulf to be mindful of the
. most
consequences. Those who. opt not to fight' will
definitely face imprisonment or the denial of their right
1
to return to this nation. None-the-less. we should not
give our lives fighting in a illegitimate war concocted
by intractable old men who toy with our lives as if we
were useless pawns in the chess game of life.

Views in Brie
Curbing the Wave of Crime
After a female student was raped last week, Howard
University's Security Division issued a crime alert to

all of Howard's female students. Fliers describing the
frightening details, as well as precautions that would
limit their recurrence, were left in. every dorm in every
female student's mail box.

We commend the security division for finally stepping up and informing students about the plague of
crime on campus. Even though it is saddening as well
as discomforting to the anonymous victim of the crime
to revisit the horrifying events of that night every time
they are i :.iblished, the university must inform students
about threats to their safety. In tim'e, hopeful.ly, the
number of incidents will decrel!se as a result of'students
becoming more aware of impending danger.

month away, students should begin to think about
finding a solution to the troubles in the bookstore.
Years ago, rhetoric spouting HUSA candidates
mentioned the idea of a book ex<;hange. It is saddening
that such innovative thought has remained in the ide~

stage and has not been advanced by student leaders.
This year's HUSA administration is no different. It has

addressed

the problems that have existed at this
university only in words and not in action.
Establishing a book exchange would be a welcome

Security, after being a hindrance for so many years,
is finally traveiing down the road towards providing a
safe environment. We. as concerned students should
do our part and meet then1 half \Vay.

would

save students hiindreds of dollars, as well as end the
monopoly on books held by the bookstore.
It is past time for HUSA to do more than talk about
our problems. It is time to take action to solve them.

A Ban on Pledging
black Greek·letter organizations met to discuss the
issue of hazing in pledging processes. Since then. a

As finals slowly creep around, stltdents are packing
into the undergraduate library to enkage in the traditional ,last minute studying.
The pressures ut on n1any stude11ts to make a
~'good'' grade are rnme11se. Often times students fall
prey to these ' lturous'' pressures and resort to the
truly unsc pulous strategy of chi=ating. The u11der·
graduate ibrary is. thus, i11stantly turned i11to a black
market,
cializing in the sale of ' hot ' exams.

We hope that all students realize that the only
After leaving

Howard, they will find then1setves alone in the real

''undergrou~'' or

may opt to

intensify the inteiviewing · process. which will then
become similar to the pre-pledge period. Moreover,
once underground, the pledging period will be unregu·
lated and, thus, far more dangerous.
A major debate has thus developed between mem·
hers of these organizations. Undergraduates in particular are in an uproar. They feel as if the change in policy
eration to can1pus situations.
They argue 'that 11ational representatives may not
realiu that hazing is undertaken by individuals, not by
an organization as a process of membership intake.
The resolution, however, has succeeded in dividing the

skills and to exit this institution with the potential of
jeopardizing the integrity of Howard University.

hands of the Ieadeis of the national councils.
The dangers from inresponsible individuals partak·
ing in the pledging process could be eliminated by
providing tangible incentives for organizations to
comply to regulation--be they economic· or prestige·

With tl1e beginning tJf the Sp1 ing se111e::.ter onl) a

munity, and serving amid human anguish, it has offerod viable contribution.s to the continur.d progrcs.sion or
human existence.
No other institution SCIVes the African-world community ·in the mamer
that Howard does. Even our most pow·
erful Organizatiooal Houses of Worship cannOI compore. Thus, I ask, does
Howard University truly deserve the

current clood of despair (negativism)
that we have selfoshly bestowed upon it?
It is time for us 10 change our negative
attitudes toward our great institution
and put our personal grievances to the.
side:! 1be mission of Howard Uni,·er·
sity stands high above you and I as
individuals. Take whal the University
has lQ offer and use to 10 make life
''better." Be ~live as you experience
the greatness that huks within its walls
and don't allow yourself to becurte a
part of the negative, smaU·minded atti·
tude of the few sick members of our

family.
In our quest

achieve, each of us,
like so many other Howard family
IO

members, will grow
bUe

understand the
value of a Howard University expc·
tu

rience. After twelve years of llPOCia-

tion (undergraduate studienl, gtwhtale
studen~ and stall member), there is little
question in my mind that Howard University stands as lhe Mecca of human
deliverance-<he watchtower of mankind.

Michael O. Grafton

Neil Abraham

-
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ROONEY REYNOIDS. ArWt

has been unfair and inflicted upon them with no consid·

which has helped individuals
form life.time friendships. start businesses, and aid in

HUSA and the Bookstore Blues

Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to Troy
• •
Dear Editor,
Goode's article entitled ''Intra-Racial
Cooflicts Exist on Campus" (Nov.30). I
Howard University's campus is bewas stunned to find myself once again
sieged by a cloud of negativism. Too
misquoted in the Hilltop. On previous
many pecple (students, alumni, faculty,
occasions I was not mo1ivated to reand staff members) have begun to take
spond in writing since the mistakes
the University for granted. We are all
were minor. However, the most recent
equally guilty! Through pelliness, in·
infraction so grossly misrepresented my
competency, talking alx>ut it. destroyremarks and views that a letter to the
i~g its property, and turning our backs
editor was in order.
on its needs; we comistently do negaThe comments attributed to me were
tive and hannful things that rob this
never made to the reporter who wrote
University of its glory.
the story, nor were they made in the
context in which they have been placed.
'
Think for
a moment, is this the way to
'The remarks were based on infonnal
treat such a precious treuurc? Sure, any
observations I made while growing up
one of us could produce a legitimate list
in Brooklyn, N.Y. These observations
of concerns that need lo be addressed,
were oot necessarily applicable to
changes that need to be made and imple·
1
Howard's campus.
\
mented. However, the fact remains, the
• I am not acquainted with, oor have 1
magnitude of Howard University far
ever met or spoken to Troy Goode. The
outweighs any personal concerns that
statements credited to me in Mr.
we may have with the way the in.stilU·
Goode's article were . made to a third
lion is ran.
party seven weeks ago, for a class project, not for publication. At no time was
We must stay mindful of the fact tha~
I made aware that my responses would
in spite of its problems, Howard Univer·
appear in print.
sity is the African's endowment to
In my opinioo, Mr. Goode's story
human life. The University's mission
was fairly inaccurate. However, his
allows for African minds to be nutured,
article did allude to stereotypes that are
families to be raised, and for the contintcld by some. These stereotypes are no ued growth and development of the
diffe,.nt though than those held by East African community and its world lead~t residents against West Coast, or
ers.
inner city residents against rural dwellers.
Therefore, in the mtdst of •all our
Hopefully, this article is no reflec- negative acts, thoughts, emotions, and
tion of the writer's journalistic integrity. comments, this University remains the
I hope the hilltop does not condone such Watchtower of mankind. Sitting high
blatant distortions in the future.
11n a hill. overlooking the African com-

black sororities and fratemitieS. While the intent of the
resolution is ooble, we caution that the resolution may

world without the skills necessary for survival.
Testsare, after all, designed merely as an evaluation of
your skills. They help the institution assess: 1) how
well have you learned tl1e 111aterial'! 2) what are your
strong and wt;ak points? B}' cl1eating, we are under~
mining the i11tegrity of- tl1e u11iversity as well as our
own. Every tin1e the university graduates a student . ..it
puts its integrity on the line. Cheating allows a s1ude11t
to meet requirements without pOssessing the adequate

•

Haward University is the African's
Endawment to human life

Misquoted

resolution that would ban Greek organizations who
pledged has been passed by the legislative bodies of all

move their pledge periods

'

•

\

In February of this year, the presidents of the eight

intensify the problem it seeks to solve.
Once banned, many Greek letter organizations may

All About Integrity

people being cheated are themselves.

~ It

start for our reluctant HUSA administration.

Sadly, many students ignored the fliers which were
placed in their maiJ boxes and are still unaware of the
safety measures suggested. We encourage students
who are aware and are informed about the proper safety
measures to be taken to share their insight with fellow
students.

I

DANIEL J. PONDER. Business Manap

JEFFREY SCOI I, Business Assistant
OiARON SAMUB.S, Offa Manager

11lMON SMIDl, Advertising Mlnlger
SHAUNTAE BROWN, Advertising Assistonl

Pan-Hellenic Council,

We welcome your
letters and comments

the development of some of the greatest political,
business and educational leaders in America According to "Greeks", it allows individuals to learn not only
to deal with den1anding situations, but to learn about
tl\e1nselves as individuals a11d as part of a group.

Pledging is notably a process of self-development

The Hilltop welcomes yoor views

and the decision to ban it should oot rest solely in the

on any public iMuc. We routinely
rondeme lencrs for space. We also
corrtet em:HS ol styk:, spelling and

Faculty and

admin~ratots

me cncour·
aged to write and share their ldels and innovations.

Scad to: .......... Ille Edllm'
'
'Ille lf8op
l2t7 ..... SI. N.W.

punctual ion.
We publish only original factual
material addressed to us. We do not
publW. poc1ry or open lcttcB..
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African
The African in America is in the
midst of psychological warfare.
The perceptions and beliefs of
white society BIO impnscd upon
Africans in America through the
manipulation of every imtitution

•

Last Friday, Dr. Andrew E. Jenkins,
superintendent of D.C. public schools,
was fired. Not only was he fired, but he

•

Wiiiiam Cobb Jr.

was also publicly dis-respected. Only
one day before, School Board member

'

Erika Landbeig (Warn· 3) denietl all

The

result is a massive psychological
onslaught that· culminates in self·
haling ~d !self-negotiating indivKluals of African desccnL Sin«

day, Landberg and seven of her cronies,

met and illegally fired Jenkins, before
several hundred of his most ardent sup-

the educational system effectively
blinds us to our cultural legacy, we

porters.

America

state of acultur.tl ambiguity.
The educational system defies

We use Black as a prefix to many non-

blackball,

must critically analy1.0 every aspect

''Western'' o.ilture while disregarding

and blackmail.
The media is one of the most powerful tools that is used in reinforcing the
perccptipns of white America amongst
us. Television ~ and newspapers have
successfully ' Jed and depicted drug
abuse as a strictly Black urban underclass phenomenon. The truth is drug
abuse is pervasive in every aspect of
society~ven the most elite social
circles in America.

of our collectiye self-perception and
minimiu the influence that the ~
American social order has over it.
This includes everything ftom the

the historical and contemponuy signifi·
cancc of Africa. This places the educational system on the front liqe of the
ongoing CO"'Piracy to miseducate Africans in America and to corrupt our mass

psyche.

within this social structure.

press reports that the School Board was
meeting to terminate Jenkins. On, Fri-

'

•

•

Reaction
to a public
lynching

I

5

an: left to wander through life in a

The language we use is inherently
racist In fact, it is safe to say that our use

of English is a daily exercise in indoctri·
nating us into self·hating mentalities.
The imposition of the term ''N~gro''

"'-'Oclated Africans with a group of
words we use daily-none of which
have positive connotations. This is seen
in words like neg·ative and de-neg-rate.

-'

positive terms like

blacldis~

of Africans in America. To do this we

curriculwn of the educational system
to analyzing the latest Bencttoo ad·
vertisement for its subliminal raciaJ
significance. Frantz Fanon said
''Each Generation must. from rela·
live obscurity, discover its mission,
fulfill it, or betray it." Our mission
must be to rescue our youth from the

It is necessary that we not only infuse

pathologic dcfinitiom impnscd upon
us and eradicate the CO"'Piracy to

Afrocentrism in the educational system,
but into every system that seeks to per·

psychologically colonize African

petuate the psychological enslavement

people.

David Essex

•

Early this Fall, the School Board
decided that Jenkins would remain on

•

set lo expire. Yet, for reasons still
unknown, the School Board t.onvened
on Friday and voted on Jenkins' fate.

•

Those in attendance at the meeting were
not informed as to the breakdown of the
vote, and a roll call was never taken .
Despite this blatant illegality, the
School Board hastily dismis.sed a man

"-'ho has been at the forefront of the
struggle to save our children.

later, the School Board argued that
Jenkiru; is mainly responsible for the
plight of District schools. This is preposterous. Jenkins has only been in
office for two years. There is no way
that this limited amount of time is substantiaJ enough to make any serious
headway in such a desperate &ituation.
Yet many remain unaware of the real
issue that led 10 his dismissal . Jenkins,
himself, described ii as a struggle for
··power ·and control of property."
The D.C. public school system is one
of the largest landowners in the Di.strict.
It o~ns more land than does the city
council, There are numerous investors
(some of whom are Japanese) that want
to buy land in the District at any cost.
Many public schools arc situated on
1•• Jand ·that has risen in book value steadily
thr!)Ughout the years. Investors· see
these sites as excellent prospects for
development. If these irivestors h3ve
their way, this would mean the elimination of neighborhood schools, which
would result in more crowded class·
rooms, aJl ~for the sake of the dollar. The
government has aJready approved plans
to build a jail across from Phelps Academy and McKinley Tech, in Northeast
D.C. The Metro is currently building the
green line to go past 10th and U streets.
Garnett-Patterson Jr. High is located at
this intersection. Metro officiaJs want
to buy the property that the school
stands on. ·Their construction has a].
ready cracked the school 's foundation.
Yet Jenkins refuses to sell, becauses he
knows that to do this, would be to sacrifice the education of our children to
power hungry capitalists
Because the Senate, Congress and
the president all have direct jurisdiction
over the District School Board, from the
beginning, the powers that be obstructed a man who has historically
taken a backseat to no one. When he
was elected superintendent in 1988, the
School Board coerc:ed Jenkins to hire
William Brown as his assistant under
the guise of a compromise. This action
directly violated District law OCMR
lit1e V, section 505.6, which states,
'" Coterminous appointments can be
'
made by the superintendent.
of schools
and should not be subject to the air
proval of the School Board."
Even today the school system uses
textbooks that bestow upon Christopher
Columbus the honor of discovering
America. Even today our children are
taught that the ··Founding Fathers'' were
true freedom fighters, while their slaves
were needed objects to farm the land.
When we look at our community it is no
wonder that the public schools aren 't
producing, students with survival skills.
When children are taught that members
of their race have been spectators, there
isn 't much motivation for them to look
towards the future.
Andrew "Jenkins refused to be a yesman for the white power structure that
seck.1i to control the minds and education of our children. For this, he was

•

1990 has been a pivotal year in our history. We
decided to call ourselves African American, !;>lack
leaders have been openly attacked, abortion rights
have been threatened, Earth Day was a success;
Nelson Mandela was freed and yet here at home Af
Am civil rights and llbertles, H.B.C.U. 's and
affirmative action have been co-opted. Drugs are
tearing our community apart. l'he Berlin Wall
crumbled, Germany unified, Russia got fast food,
the Klan marched In D.C. twice; Students protested
and boycotted Virginia Beach, April and Ras got
elected; Howard got a new president, war Is /
lmmenent because of the desire for a New World I
Order, Bart Simpson became a pop Icon and people ::;:
. :::::
everywhere did The Humpty Humpl Where are we
·going? What is \)1e world coming to? ~1 4
.

•

-

Don't Know, I
musta missed
that episode!
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Is it worth
the price ?
1be recent fluctuations in the oil
market have undeniably rcv,erbcrated
throughout the global economy. One
might well assert that the United States,
already struggling to reiain its position
as an economic fK>Wer, hM been dispro.
portionately affected.
The reaction of the government to
the invasion of Kuwait has largely aggravated (if not cauSed) the current
eoooomic slowdown in this country.
The incredible buildup of military
fore.es in the Middle East seems fool·
hardy given the vulnerability of the
domestic economy in the larger compe·
titian of world economic leadership.

Phyllis Griffin

•

the job until June, when his conlract was

•

I

The crisis in the Persian Gulf has
greatly contributed to the current recession. Also, the ~ibility of a lengthy
situation has influenced the decisions of
corporations and consumers alike. Last
week, General Mot<m annoonced its
decision to close specific facilities and
layoff thousands of workers. Uncertainty over the situation in the East itself, compounded by the concerns of the.
consumer, were cited as partiaJ reasons
for the cutbacks. SaJes in the auto, real
estate, retail and many other industries
are expected to drop as c.onsumers
remain insecure about the economic
ramifications of c.ontinued involvement
in the Middle East.
Moreover, the sluggishness may
prove rcsistan1 to conventionaJ policy
remedies. The lower interest rates
which are typical of monetary policy
will be hard pressed lo generate spending in an atmosphere filled with ••tigh1'',
fearful participants in an unstable economy. In .thepast, i~govenunent
expenditures have stimuJated the economy during wartime. The higher demand for domestic manufactured goods
and services have usuaJly increased
national productivity without excessive
inflation. However, the state of the
national budget. the super-deficit. is
undermining any confidence in the
''positive'' results of a military conflict.
The uneven levels of military and
financiaJ commitment to the Persian
Gulf crisis can only adversely affect the
domestic economy. It has been estimated by many that the number of
American troops in the Middle East will ....
exceed 500,CXXl by the end of January.
The national budget is hardly primed to
absotb the finanCiaJ cost of maintaining
more than one-half million troops
abroad. An increased defense budget
may well translate inio a squeeze on
revenues ~ well ~ on the citizen.
As it is, the United Nations resolution, a solidification of international
''unity'', is largely a product of US lob-

•

bying and deal making. Great Britain,
France, the Soviet Union and othc~ are
sympathetic yet hardly .committed to an
extent comparable to that of the U.S.
The days in which the United States
could afford to enforce the humanitarian and/or political ideals of' the world
have long pa~.
The United States should concentrate on the stabilization and expansion
of its own economy beyond those sectors dependent upon oil. Our troops
(economic resources) should be invested in areas whefe benefits are ,nore
likely to approach costs. As the world
economic order is restructured, not in
the least by foreign investment. the
dedication and rcaJignment of U.S. atti·
tudes toward both economic and foreign policy warrant greater concern.

'

-'

Why is it necessary today to have dialogue
As we get ready .to tum the page of
the. year 1990, the time .has come for a
lucid a~ssment of United States' ex-

temal and internal situation. ImperiaJist
arrogance abroad; a collapse of the US
budget (bankruptcy), racial polarizalion and social disintegration at home
h~ve characteriz.cd this fading nation.
These four ills are gnawing at the
American society from the inside. They
all have a common origin: The absence

Francois de Vargas

of true dia1oguc.
The crude facts arc evident: 1bc US
publicly lynched. Poople like Erika government is getting ready to send
Landberg, an unadulterated liar, are still 440,CXX> soldiers to war who know no
in fK>Wer, sitting atop the School Board. more than the rest of the world the
The future of our children is in grave . nature of the rationale that' tosses them
danger, and we, the community must into the furnace of the Persian Gulf like
come to their rescue.
useless driftwood. The U.S. budget

~n

deficit is taking on abysmal proix>r- about . commun1cat10.n hav.e
develtions, raciaJ tensions are reaching a new oped 1n the ~.S. dunng this ~st century,
aJl-time l high as the requesl1i of the most Amencans have ne. er accom1
minority remain unheard rutd social ' plishcd the passage from lhe<Jlry to pracerosion is c.ausing an in~reasc in the tice, partic~larly at the decisi~n-making
number of Americam tumbling over the level. 'This may be out of ignorance,
pOvert line.
.
arrogance or .self-complace?fY·
To nderstand this tragic.al commu~never it ~ not ha~e to· comnicationl breakdown, we have first to pro~se, the ~n1ted. S~tes cpvo~ an
look at the actuaJ meaning of the term amazing effictency m tts unHertakings.
••diaJogue." Etymologically, the Greek
However, problems start when the
word DIA-LOGOS expresses the ac- U.S. meets outspoken resistance. In this
tKin of passing words across between case, the easiest way out for them has
two or Fore interlocutors; this process been either to neglect opposi~ion or to
necessitft~s the presence of one speaker rc~uce it to th~ st.atus of a ~isposa?le
and one listener at least who alternate object. They did 11 openly with native
roles as the dialogue proceeds.
Indians and people of African descent in
The cruciaJ word has been pro- the past, and are continuing to do "it
nounced: •'listener." Listening is the today on a larger scale by ~reading
essentiaJ comix>nent without which around the world a though1-9estroying
there is no true communication. Al- American way-of-life,
\
though the )rll()St sophisticated theories
Today, the most blatant instance of

'

fou~d

w~y

this attitude is
in the
Preside.n~ Bush deaJs w.•th the Persian G~f
cns1s. By companng Saddam Hussem
with Hiller, he was depriving him of the
status of vaJid interlocutor. Bu.sh wM
preparing the ground for an invader-like
intervention in the Middle East
Moreover, President Bush is not
only unable to establish the basis for a
fruitful dialogue with Iraq's president;
he aJso refuses to listen to the growing
number of discontent in his own coun·
try, be they laymen or congressmen.
His narrow-mindedness is causing
him to fail to perceive what is truly at
stake in the Persian Gu[_!he first war·
like thrust from a Third World country
against the hegemony of the well-todo's, the widening gap between the

North and the South, which, unlike the
East/West conflict, will not end up with

the South surrendering to the North's
way of life since it is precisely against
this latter that Iraqis rebel.
•'(Violence) is impractical because
ii is descending spiral ending in de·
strOCtion for all. 1be old law of an eye
for ari eye leaves everybody blind...
(Violence) leaves society in monologue
rather than diaJogue."

a

It is in Birmingham's jails that more
than 25 years ago Martin Luther King
was aJready JXlinting to the underlying
cause of misunderstanding, violence
and war: the l&ck of diaJogue. His call
for authentic diaJogue was ultimately

an""°red with a 35 mm., which put an
end to his terrestrial ministry, but not to
the truth of which he was the messenger.
Today, more ~ eve·r, we need to re·
discover the art of dialogue; our sur·
vival may depend upon it.

'

•
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Kwanzaa

Independence

done a tremendous thing for our people,

continued from page 2

ooncentratlng our culture into a \Yeck of
activity."
Keene also said. ''It provides a way to
reinstall traditional values lhat have
been a part of our ancient culture.''
John Settles, a junior finance major,
said that his parents., who were ''Pretty

oontinued from page 2
ocher organizations.
'' There • s
going lo be a lot of dancing and drum·
ming." said Coats. "Each organization
is going to give their interpretation of a
ccnain principle."
~
William V. Keene, dean

rewarding experience for the family,''
said Keene. "I think Dr. Karcnga has

'!-or resi- ~· strong into the ros

power movement''

dcnce life, as \Veil as Dr. AJicc Gulatee,

raised him celebrating Kwanzaa. ''I

director of 1he Howard University Drug

lhink ,it 's on the rise again,'' Settles sald.
• · ''I think ii reached it's peak in the late
?Os," Settles said . ' 'It's one of those
thin~ that everyone should know, but

Abuse Institute, are both scheduled to
n1akc presentations at the program.

··1·ve been celebrating Kwanzaa
since 197Q. I have found it to be a very

1

only a few people do know."

day.

Students would then "pay that
amount for every day of residence.
Although many of the interim policontinued from page 2
cies and procedures are the same for all
designated for interim housing. I am not halls, there may be variatiOM. If SIU·
sure \Vhich dorms they will be,'' Scott denls arc currently having problc·ms
said.
with their rooms, they should notify
The fee for residing in halls during their resident assistant.
the interim is based on the number of
''If there arc any major problems ·or
days the room is occupied, the type of questions, residents need to report that
room and the price of the room per, information (to the proixr channclsemester.
RA., household mai:iagemcnt, etc.)''
A room that is $850 per semester Scott said.
would be broken do\vn into dollars per

Dorms

,

Tests
continu~d

from page 2
brought against a student without physical evidence.
··1 usu~lly ask the studentS wit~ identical.test scores to confess to cheating,
or lo give me an explanation of why
their test scores or many of their answer
cha.ices were identical. If this docs not
occur, I monitor the subsequent tests of
the suspcded students to see if there is a
regular pattern," the professor said.
''To make an official case against the
student, the teacher would fll'st have to
go to the dean of the department and
then to the chainnan. Hopefully ii the.
students realize they are being monitored, they will stop cheating, '' the
professor said.
•
Cheryl Brown, a junior broadcast
jownalism major, is currently taking an
F.conomics I class taught by the professor who chose to remain anonymous.
Brown does not feel the Collusion report is an effective way to deter students
from cheating.
''Scantron tests are easier for large
I

classes because they make grading easier. But as far as cheating goes. regardless of what kind of test a class is given,
if the students want to cheat, they will
find a way 10 do it,'' Brown said.
Todd May, a public relations major,
said ''Essay tests are good for students
who can Write well, but multiple choice
tests allow for a process of elimination."
He said the Collusion report is ''not a
good process, because students could be
sitting on o~ite sides of the room,
but, because they had the same answers,
be accused of cheating.''
Dr. Jules Harrell, a teacher of psychology at Howard for 11 ye.,,;, said
''scantron testing is a bad way of testing,
and the Collusion report is only an attempt to make it look good. I don 't
know anyone who remembers anything
after taking a ntultiple choice exam.''
. Harrell also said, "The best way to
test is through essays, but that is an
expensive testing method. The depart·
mcnt would have to pay teaching assistants to administer the essay exams, and
money is saved by just feeding the scantron tests into the computer."

proposes are to benefit students. Some
of lhc ideas do not include specifics to
allow their use to evolve with time.

''The initialive is designed lo evolve
with various studcnl interests to meet
different goals,'' Recd said.
Several student leaders and administration officials supported the initiative.
''UGSA is in support of ii. ll's a good
idea. It is not only a way to empower
ourselves. but lhcrc is no ini1ia1ive like
this at any other oollege. This is students helping students. This remarkable idea will help every student organization," said MUiphy Bell, president of
the Undergraduate Student Asscn1bly
(UGSA).
Although the initiative h~ the support of the many administrators, board
members and student leaders, Recd said
no action can be made on the matter
•
until the proposal has been ratified by at
least students in time for the January
meeting of the Howard University
Board of Trustees.
''We're hoping that we have as many
students respond as p<>Mible. Student
respome is extremely important to draft
a final proposal for the board,'' Recd
said.
The Unctergraduate Trustee will
launch a massive publicity drive next
week by mailing out 4,0CKl infonnation
pack~ts .

Students must respond by the first
week after exams in order for the proposal to be ratified in time 10
into
effect next year:,
Although students feel the i ca is a
good one, they have some reservations.
''I think it is a very good program.
However, stipulations need to be made
for how the nloney is to be used. I think
it should only be used 'for emergencie.~.
Otherwise, or~izations will feel the}·
can pull out money at any time," said
Terrilynne Manin, a senior accounting
major.

In aJdilion to student support, Reed
sai<I he has talked with and has the
support of all administration officials,
the president, the UGSA
The financial distribution of the
money c.ollected through the ''Independence Initiative" is descnbcd in the
proposal as follows:
All contributions made through the
Independence Initiative will be earmarked in a designated area of the endowment. This separate account within
the endowment will hold !aJ1 interest
I
. rt!.~cnue generated by the Independence
Ini•iative. This portion of the endow·
mcnl will be specifically for the followtng .'lCCas:
1) Fifty percent of the annual interest
collected will be used to support educational loans for any Howard University
student who is in good academic standing with the university.
2) Twenty percent of the annual
ir.tercst oollected will be uSed for the
T·isiting led:urer series to be administered by the Vice Preside t of Academic Affairs in associati with two
student representatives from thC Howard University Student Association
(HUSA) and the Undergraduate Student Assembly (UGSA} I
3) Ten percent of the annual interest
collcded will be used to support joint
programming between the HUSA and
the UGSA
4) An additional 10 percent of the
annual interest collected will be used to
support programming created by the
various sludent councils and student
organizations.
5) Five percent of the ann,ual interest ·
collected will be invested in the Howard
University Student Ocdit Union.
6) Five percent will be used for target
programming for special student projects.
James Martin, a senior ao.:ounting
major thinks the initiative is f. good one.
''I think its a good idea. But, peopte
arc going to wonder if the rroncy will be
spent as indicated," he s.'lid.
Marie Eusebe cm11rihtlted to tllis
story.

Advertise in the Hilltop
call 806-6866

Congress
continifed frocn page 1
of Howard University Hospital said that
the monies received will be distnl>uted
toward the hospital's general operation.
''I am elated by the inaease in appropriation especially sinoo the university
nor the hospital has received one in
quite some time," Lofton said.
l.ASt year the hospital lost approximately $15 million dollars, alid was
estimated to lose $25 million this year.
Lofton refutes the possibility of the
hospital closing, althoogh it faced possible bankruptcy at the beginning of this
year.
"The hospital is not closing but we
are not out of the woods yet," he said.
"We are. doing a lot of things to
improve the efficiency of the hospital,
. some corthere(ore, we 8!C tummg
ners."
,
Out of the $7.39 million that the
hospital was allocated, Lofton expects
IQ receive only $5.6 million for this
fiscal year.

-

Commision

continued from page I
31. but , that would not have given the
students enough time k> analyze the
report, because of exams and Ouistmas
vacation," Silver said.
Jenifer oo~mised with the students by aca:pting a Jan. 15 deadline for
a preliminary report and Feb.l fQr ~
fmal report.
I
''Any student interested in helping
research the report shOuld oontact their
school's student oouncil president,"
Silver said
o:
Ras Baraka, HUSA vice presiden~
said thal student input in university ~fairs was one goal of the 1989 student
protest.
''This is our chance to resp::md to the
oommission's report. Never before has
the administration asked for our input,''
Baraka said.
Baraka said that students do not have
to be student leaders to'be on one of the
committees.
''Often individuals who work the
hardest 'arc not the elected officials,"
Baraka said.
According to Silver, those who are
working on the student response are

William Keene, dean of hoolling and
residenoe life, said that the lacl< of funding held up the renovatioo COOJplctioo
for the all-male athletic dorm, Cooke
Hall.
''Needless to say I am very excited,
and we anticipated that the funds woold
be available so that we could move
ahead," Keene said.
''With all of the interior demolition
work oompleted, we are e'ager to get the
project fmished."
Along with the budget inaease,
there will be small rcductims in the
research and academic , appropriation
for Howard. A 2.41 percent "across--Oie
-board'' reduction in labor, health,
human services, and cducatioo is ''to be
expected'' according to Jarvis.
''The government looks at our
budget and the total university appropriations for academic, research, hospillil, emergency construction, and endowment," he said.
''In the budget deliberations in the
House and the Senate, they agr«d to a
level of funding above the 1990 base
ftseal year and had to reduce all of the
appropriations by 2.4 percent."

I

•

'
scheduled
10 stay at Howard over
Ouistmas break. The universily is providing accommodations for tlwJsc students.
"The administration has agr«d to
give the students access to campus facilities to oomplelc the report in a prof~ional fashion,''Silver said.
By 5 p.m. today, · the individual
schools and colleges' rcSponsC committee ~ , .phone numbers andaccommodations arc due to the HUSA office.
Then on Sunday Dec. 9, all committ«
members arc meeting in Douglas Hall at
S p.m to discuss delails of the research
project.
Guidelines for the research were to
be established at last night's Policy
Board meeting. Each committ« will
analyze the validity of the report's facts
and goals, make oorrcctions and offer
support or alternatives to the suggestions.
Silver said HUSA is also establishing a oommittec k> analzc general oommission pointsand kl rqx>11 IO the Policy
Board.
"Wc11 be challenging the university's mission, suggesting a new admission ~ to measure students potential and emphasizing Afro<entricism
and other student needs," Silver said .

.
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PROP.OSAL DEADLINE HAS
BEEN EXTENDED FOR THE
UNIVERSITY WIDE ACTIVITIES
APPROPRIATIONS BOARD TO

' {

••

,.

DECEMBER 14, 1990.
I

•
~

•

•

'

,
•

------

------

WEEK ~
,
Beginning Sun .. b,ec. 9, 1990 at 12:00 Noon
•

'

COHTIHUOUSL Y THROUGH

•

Ft·iday, December- 14tJ1, 5:00 pm
Reopens: Sat .• Dec. 1StJ1, B:OOam - S:OOp111

------ ij1:1:1a m------

Beginning Sun.. Dec. 16, 1990 at 12:00 Noon
COHTIHUOUSL V THROUGH

Tl1ut·sday, December 20-tli, 12:00 Midnight
Reopens, F..-i., Dec. 21st, B:OOam - S:OOpm

ALL BUDGET REQUESTS .
MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE
OFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES, ROOM 117
BLACKBURN CENTER, BY 5:00
PM. THIS IS ABSOLUTELY
THE LAST OPPORTUNITY TO
BE CONSIDERED.

,

FORMS ARE AVAILABLE .IN
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTIVITl,ES .

•

1
1

•
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•
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Local police
gear-up
for holiday
panhandlers

Howard responds to tense
racial-conspiracy theories
-.

By Shaniqua Manning

By Iesha C. Matthews
Hlttop Statt Reporter
;

Metropolitan police officials are
now attempting to rid the streets of
those who are seeking handouts by
enforcing the city 's anti-vagrancy
statute, which strictJy forbids begging in public places.
According to police .officials,
the 20.year.f)]d law has 'not been

enforced since 1982.

Prior to 20

years ago, begging was considered
an act of exercising free speech,
which was protected by the U.S.
Constitution.
Police officia1s said they decided to once a'gain enforce the
statute because they have 'received
an overwhelming amount of com-·
plaints from individuals who claim
that they hav~ been thfeattned by

A panhandler ask8 for money.

tempting to get rid of illegitimate panhandlers who use the money 10 support
drug and alcohol addiction.

give.
Taylor feels the Jaw is uniust because
he asks for the money, while others take
Fifty-five year-old Danyl Taylor, it. ''I only ask for money when I riced to
feels the law is not fair and begging e(\t and go to the hospital. I do not use
should be pennitted by law. Taylor drugs." Taylor· added.
explained his situation as an incident
''I refuse to give my money to panthat should be categorized as innocent handlers because I really don't know
beggars.
incident.
what's being done with it,'' said AlexanPolice official said they must re''I was minding my business and a der Jackson, a junior political science
spond to the public. \vho are also in- police officer asked me to move. I did major at Howard
timidated.
not because I was comfortable.. I only
Nicole Samuels, a freshman engiThe decision , comes during asked one women for money. She com- neering major at Howard said, ''I leave
Christmas, \vhich is the busiest plained and I was harassed by the p:>- , it td God. I hate to sec people on the
stre~t, especially on hot or cold days. I
shoppliig season of the year. Ac- lice,'' said Taylor.
cording to Daniel Straub, a police
-Taylor began panhandling four give when I can and I put what the)' do
officer at the Metropolitan police years ago when he lost his job as a with the money in the Lord's hands."
department during this time of the janitor, a job which he held for ten
According to Haydee Mazariegos. a
year, panhandlers are out in hun:;) years. Taylor said that he has not been public information officer at the MetrojHeds and they mislead shoppers by able to find employment in four years, politan police dcpartmert. arrests \viii
'™fgitlmately representing organi- therefore he must ask for money.
be made in accordance to the statute.
zations.
''I'm not proud of what I do, but it's
'Fllen beggars are arrested they will
be" taken to the police station and fined
''Because of the approaching honest," said Taylor.
Taylor, who normally resides in $50, and if they cannot pay the fine they
holiday, more organizatiOns are
soliciting funds, and people are front of the McPherson Square metro will be transported to the central cell
station. said he does not threaten indi- block, until the money is paid·· said
more apt to give." said Straub.
Police officials said they are at- viduals because then people refuse to Mazariegos.

•

•

•

agreed. Forty-five percent said it was
pos.sible, and 16 percent said it was not.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
"Both AIDS and drugs strike other
·segments of the general p:>pulation too
An increasing amount ,of blacks, heavily to suggest that they are specifihave turned to racial-conspiracy theo- cally directed toward the black popularies to explain black America's ills and tion," said Dr. Vincent Brown, a How- .
these popuJar theories vary, as do the ard prof~ in tlie department of podegree to which they are supported.
litical scienu••
Theory one is the newest out of all
the others; says Acquired Immune
''There is more sense in the allega·
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is a tion that consorted effort to impair the
weapon of racial warfare. Some blacb efficiency of black elected officials
believe AIDS is a government plot of exists," said Brown.
genocide directed against the black
Brown suggested such racial concommunity.
•.
spiracy theories develop as a result of
Theory two is the government makes racism - racial discrimination and andrugs easily available in black neigh- tagonism, where blacks arc in competiborhoods.
tion with people from other segments of
Theory three has the moot support; it our society.
says that the governn1ent goes out of its
''I have no doubt that racial conspiraway to investigate and discredit black cies do exist, that there is a resurging
"elected officials.
effort aimed against the black commuSome blacb finnly embrace these nity in recent years, evidenced by the
theories, while others ackriowledge increasing opposition to affirmative
them as possibilities they are unable to adion and quotas, and resurging racial
dismiss or embrace.
controversies on predominantly white
In New York City, a Ne>v York college campuses ," Brown said .
Ti111e.s/lVCBS-1V News poll ·revealed
Dr. Ralph Gomes, a professor in the
thai 10- percent of .the blacks polled department of sociology, held opposing
believed that the AIDS virus was ''de- views. '"The goverrunent can no longer
liberately created i"i' a laboratory in afford the vast social programs needed
order to infect black rople." Nineteen to care for poor minorities. AIDS and
percent said the theol)l might be true, 63 drugs are means to get rid of these
pcre(:;nt said it was n~• .
people because in a capitalist system, if
Of the blacks polleil, one -fourth said you don't work for them then they have
the government ''dtfiberately makes no need for you, so genocide becomes
sure that drugs are easily available in the alternative," said Gomes.
poor black neighborhoods to hann
Gomes referred to the tipping point
black people." One <>third said it might theory in sociology. HC said that the
be pos.sible, and one third said it was not. theory suggests that a certain percentFor the theory that ''government age of blacks in high positions is perdeliberately singles out and investigates missible, but anY. increase in this perblack elected officials to discredit them centage becomes dangerous.
in a way it doesn't do with white offi''Once blacb become too articulate
cials. ''Thirty·two percent of the blacb and too visible, the consensus is that

'

something must be done about
them," said Gomes.
Supporters of these theories argue that the government is conspir·
ing to dipple, if not destroy, the
black p:>pulation. However, evidence suggests the AIDS and drug
epidemics are detrimental to all
sectors of society.

Kim Howell, a pn:·phannacy
junior at Howard agrees with the
theories of racial plot. ''With fierce
competition in the job market and
increased automation, the white
government is trying to get rid of
what they consider to be the lowest
drag of society, the black community.''
''And as for the theory about
drugs, we don't have the power or
resources to transport drugs into this
country. Blacks in the drug business
are the little men, the peddlers. But
those With.the power to bring it ~re,
well, that is the white government,

they have the power." said Howell.
Sheryl Osiene, a junior business
major at Howard. disagreCs that
AIDS is a conspiracy to commit
genocide. ''AIDS is affecting all
races," said Osiene.
Osiene also believes that ''Black
people in prominent JX15itiom know
they are being watched and should
do ev~rytbing ~ible to keep tbeir

character in tact If they'Can'L then
they shouldn't run for office because they're going to get caught,
irregardless of how many whites are
doing the ~ ·thing."
Osiene added," It is natur31 for
whites-to try to proted their political
power agaimt anyone who they feel
pooes a threat"

•
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Spot the JetPak Commuter Book'
Ten one-way tickets for a mere $449. You'll
save 35%-take the savi~ and watch 35%

more naughty foreign f~ms.

..

-

: - - - - - - - - - -Congratulations! You're on the scent of

'

the Pan Am Shuttle's low one-way student fare

•

of $69~ But then you've always had a nose

for a good deal.
•

•

Chew on this.1\'avelers with taste know
that there's no better way to travel between

. The Pan Am Shuttle's schedule gives the

Bost.on, New York and Washington than the
Pan Am Shuttle'

flexibility of the nimblest athlete. Flights

•

'

depart every hour on the half hour. No reservations necessary...just show up and go.
So,getting out of t9wn is never a hurd.Je.

•

.

.

.

The Pan Am Shuttle low Youth Fares
will leave you with more dough where it counts ...
in your hand.
·1

I

You always were quick on your feet! Pan Am

WorldPass,' The Richest Frequent Traveler
Frogram in the World~ will really get 'em
i;currying up the ~rhorn , stomping out a
flamenco in sunny Spa)n,'Or dangling out of a
hammock in Hawaii. Just dial l-800-348-8000

and join Pan Am WorldPass today.

•

•

Your finger is a wonderful digit! Use it to

order your JetPak today by dialing these digits,
1-800-221-1111, or contacting your travel agent.

•

•
*The $69

Youth

Fare

is valid

Monday- Friday 10:30 AM-2:30 PM and

7:30 PM-9:30 PM. and Sunday 3:30 PM-9:30 PM . AS59 Youth Fare is

•

available all day Saturday and until 2:30 PM on Sunday. Fare and ~
ule subject to change without notice. A $1 surcharge applies for flights
departing Bostoo. Vouth fares are valid for passengers 12-24 years of age

with proper ID .

•

•

FLIGHTS ON THE 1/2 HOUR BETWEEN BOSTON, NEW YORK ~ND WASHINGTON.
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E GULF CRISIS
'

Gulf
By Rochelle Tiiiery
'

H~ltop

•

•

Fewer 101n
the'ROTC

Staff Reporter

Reserve Officers' Training
Corps enrollment since
Its 1967 peak:

As tension grows in the Persian Gulf,
and threats of war escalate. so do the
possibilities of a draft.
•

plicated." Maresca added.
Maresca also s.1id the NIRSBCO 's
director, is holding a free counselor
training session from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m.
Pt the Peace Center ·located at 2111

Larry Waltman. Special

rcprescntativ'e, said the only \vay ·a draft

can be imposed i'S if the U.S. Congress
votes, and the President signs the bill . It
takes the Selective Service 16 days to
mobilize and hill the first candidates for
the draft. ..
The inductees ;ire chosen randon1ly

by birth dates. beginning \Vith those
\Vho are 20-ycars-old in the )'Car of the

Source: Department of DefenM
Keith C arter, Gannett News Serllk:e

draft. After all of the 20-) Car-olds \vith
1

"' that birth date arc chosen. then 21-25-

)'Car-olds \Viii be selected.
Each of the candidates \\ ill be sent a.
letter of indt1ction instructing thcn1 to
report to the proccs~ ing station run by
the U.S. Defense I1cpartn1cnt. At the
processing station, the militar:-· \viii gi,,e
1he candidales physic;:1I and me111al tests
and also a background search for crin1i:
nal or other offenses. If the inductees
fail any part of 1hese tes1s. they \\•ill be
disn1issed.
Charley Maresca. staff atlorney of
the - NatiOnal Intel-religious service
boa.rd for the Conscientious Objectors,
said outside failing those tests. there are
approxin1ately 30 other deferment oplio ns.
J-lowever, since 1971, sludents have
no! been excluded from lhe draft. except
for divinity students.
··The rule concerning stud5nts \\'as
ain1ed at elin1inating econon1ic dis•
crimination and · preventing the upper
class enrolling in college to avoid the
drafl," Waltman said. ''Selectior1 by
birth date was thought IQ be less racially
and economically biased."
Maresca said now n1ost exceptions
are unfit for military service. Those
\vho are deferred usually se"'e comn1unity service o r in a non-~mbat capac~
ity.
The other exen1ptions are di, ided
into t\vO categories. · judgmental and
adminislrative.
The judgment:1l exemptions include bei11g a conscier1tious
objector. a n1inister. a div inily studenl
and a person \Vith extenuating hard1

•

'

1

sh ips.
·· A conscientious objector is a person
\\'ho's beliefs or n1orals prohibit him
•from participatiiig in conlbat. The hardships \vould include being a single parent. having a lot of children or supporting parents."" Waltman said.
''If black college students wanted to
become exenipt they could try filing as
a conscieritious objeelor or prove they
have hardships \\•hich prohibit them -·
from act ive duty,., Maresca said.
The administrati,:e exemptions i11elude people ,vho are on active duty,
have served' time in the military. are
government officials or are legal aliens
with dual citizenship. Others are ex empt if they are a survivi11g so11. or a
n1ember of their family '''as killed.
missing in action. or a prisoner of war
\Vhile in the service.
Maresca said in order 10 be determined exempt, after receiving the induclion notice. ·the individual should go
to the local Selective Service Board to
fi le a claim form ,,,hich i11cludes a \\Titten staten1e11t of why he feels he should
be exempt. The 11 he wi ll be given a
hearing date \Vith the local board.
''The process does not take very
Jorig. The case is brought before the
local Selecti\'e Service .Board and the
decision is n1ade inimediately and a
· d ucfor111:1l respor1se is n1ai led to the 111
tee:· Maresca said. "It is higl1ly fill& -.::
gested that the 111an seeking an exen1ption see a draft courlsl!'tor or lawyer lo
help wi 1h the process. The process.
especial ly the claim forn1. is very com-
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assigned," Maresca said.
Students in the Reserved Officer
[Traini11g Corps can be drafted if they are
in bet\\'een age 20 and 25 and are not in
their junior or senior year of ROTC. ''If
the cadets are juniors or seniors in the
program." said Maresca,'' they will be
0.llo\ved to con1plete their college deree. then they will commissioned as
active military officers.''
Ma11\' ROTC cadets as '~'ell as other
student~ are concerned about how the
\hreat of war will affect the Africanf\merican con1n1unity. especial ly if a
large number of African-A111eri can
[ales are sen.I to the Persian Gulf.
Maresca sa id Africar1-Ame ricans
ave a seen1ingly good
reason for
t'anti ng to resist the draft or active duty.
I. ·· it n1ight be difficult to an1end tl1e
9raf1 law. but is worth trying." Maresca
said. ··Tue ~st niethod would probably
be n1aking a broad coalition of students,
con1n1unity n1embers and African American leaders, then together approach the leadership Of Capitol Hill.
Tell them you're opposed to initiating
th' e dr<Lft because of the negative in1pli calio11s on the ;'fri~,n -A me ri :an community:" .• - ·~ 1 · .ilin nF.;
r ·1
,. If an i11dividli<f?Jdecides to-OOdgt the ....
draft. they could face about $250,(XX) in
fi nes and/or five years or more in jail.

Domestic dissent · and resistance rise across the nation

The crisis in the Gulf lurched furttier
toward war last \veek. even as a laSt• chance peace effort was put forward by
the United States. '
The United Nations Security Council, in' response to intensive lobbying by
the United States, agreed on a resolution
authorizing member states to use ''all
necessary means to restore international
peace and security in the [Persian Gulf]
area," unles.s Iraq pulls out of Kuwait by
Jan. 15.
Coincidentally, Jan. 15 marks the
birthdate of Dr. Martin Luther King. Jr.,
and even before lhis decision, there
were massive anti-\var demonstrations ·
planned in honor of the most famous
opponent of America's last major military venture - the Vietnam War.
The15-member security council ir1~
eludes five pe rma nent men1bers
(Un ited Slates, Great Britain, France,
Soviet Union and China) and 10 rolating members from the general body of
the United Nations. All members of 1J1e
security counc~I except, Cuba and
-Yemen, including three African countries (cdte d'Ivoire, Zaire, and Elhio.
pia), voted for the m~asure .
The resolution, which was vigorously lobbied for by the Bush admin istration, fur1her heighler1ed the prospects of war by legilimizing any offe11sive adion which might be taken by the
United States. However. the very next
day, Bush extended a fig leaf to the
Iraqis by finall y agreeing to Saddam
Hussein's. pleas fo r direct talks to end
the crisis. Secretary of State James
Baker Ill will be sent 10 Baghdad, and
the President has extended an invita1io11
to Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Azziz to
meel with hi111.
The meetings may be a further attempt by the Bush Administratton to
provide justification for war as the
president continues lo refuse to discuss
!he implemenlation of other U.N. resolutions on the Paleslinian-lsraeli con-

c~nT GIVE

contracts void 'viii have to file a similar
report fr.om th; ir respective branch of
the service.
··son1ctimcs the servicemen arc re-

Bush · receives nod fr m U.N.
Hill.op Staff

•

Not only do trained counselors help
potential draftees, but they also help
active servicemen or reserves.
''I've been receiving up to 60 calls a
day fron1 military personnel who
want 10 be exempt from the Persian Gulf
conflict,'' Maresca said. '' Many of them
realize that they arc conscientious objectors or ha,,e extenuating responsibilities that \Viii 11ot allow then1 to serve
active duty.··
Those scr.'i,ccn1e11 \\'ho \Vant their

•

By D. Malcolm Carson

I

Florida Ave. N.W. Call (202) 483·
4510 to register for the class. The materials. \vhich arc optional cost $25.
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HU students organize to protest war
By D. Malcolm Carson

cent of the soldiers on the front lines are
black.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Ras Baraka, Vice President of the
Howard University Student AssociaThe Howard University student tion, spoke at the rally, saying, ''If Bush
movement against the deployment of really wants .to stop aggression, he' d
U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf emerged better lock himself in a room." Baraka
as~ force on t~e - 9.'RP.US last 'fRek. The
urged the aowd to support students
1
grbwingl\i1Jitt6e~· &t~ht&nts'ihvolvld ' who resisted comcription into the mili,.., ,-,
in• 1~e- t:Jr§'aniZAtion' plab'nect '°iibivities tary by any
means ncc:essary.
surrounding the crisis for the upcoming
On Saturday, about 40 Howard stuweeks.
dents joined several hundred other stuAfter a number of informational and dents from across the D.C. area in an
organizational meetings, the students anti-war protest in front of the White
held their first rally in protest of Bush's House. The Iheme of the rally was,
' were over 200 students in ''Education not Ammunition.''
actions. There
attendance.
"
Two Howard students, Ray Davies,
Talib Karim, who helped organize a graduate student in the Department of
and also spoke at the rally, noted the , African Studies, and Nirule Pearson. a
contradictions of a president vetoiryg the ·juniOf' maj<?ring in Afro-American
Civil Rights Act of 1990 but sending.( Studies were featured speakers at the
blacks disproportionately lo fight in a protest. Pearson, who helped organize
war in which they have no interests. Ac- the rally, said ''students are being
cording to Karim, blacks make up over yanked out of their classes to go fight a
30 percent of the troop deployment and war. These sludents don 't even get the
some have estimated that up to 65 per- chance to complete the education they

-

signed their life away for."
Earlier in the week, a number of
students participated in a sess!qn spon-

sored by Dr. Ron Walter., chainnan of
the Department of Political Science,
which featured a delegation of Sahdi
government officials and busine.wnen.
The Saudi delegation ~as concerned
about AfriCail-Americln 1 criticism of
tl-,e troop '"' deployment. Dr. Walters
noted that, ''the African-American
community has a very autonomous
position on this crisis.''
Dr. Abdullah al-Masri, assistant
deputy minister of education for the
Saudi Arabian government, said that,
''Saudi Arabia has a long history of
friendship and concern for black
people," and they ''have progra~ directly 'targeted at black troops."
The student group also held a ''teachin'' on the Persian Gulf situation, which
sought to provide infonnation to students to help them fonnulate intelligent
opinions about the Gulf crisis.

•

·Blacks m concentration camps?
By Quentlna Johnson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The Federal Emergency Mobilization Agency {FEMA) plan was uncovered in the Iran-Contra trials. The information was largely kept away from the
public because it was viewed to be too
crucial to ''national secwity'' to be discussed in public. Thus, those parts of the

i

I

News Analysis

flict in conjuct ion with an Iraqi pulloul
from Kuwait . Iraq has continued to insist on a consistent application of U.N.
principles and resolutions in the region.
Although Bush has been winni6g the
battle for support among the world's
govcrnn1cnts, don1cstically , the war
drive is running into increasing dissent
and resistance.
The Anny put into a effect a rule
requiring that JXllcntial conscientious
objectors (CO's) wait until lhey are
deployed to the Middle East war zone
'
before ·' 1hcy can even apply
for CO
status. Under this rule, CO applicants
will not have accc.ss to attorneys, family, rriends and others who cOuid support them in their efforts.
This may also be related to a massive
drop in n1ili1ary enlistment which has
occurred since the beginning of the cri-

sis Jns1cad of a rush of support for the
1
war, in October and November of this
year, only 10,430 people enlisted compared with 16, 479 dwing the same
period last year. This represents a 37
percent drop in enlistment.
•
The National Organization for
Women has urged a withdrawal of
troops fron1 the Gulf citing ''gender
apartheid'' being practiced by the governments of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.
Rc.o;;ponding to pressure fron1 blacks
about disproportionate represc~tation
of black troops on the front lines, Gen.
Colin Powell said he is ''proud of the
fact] thal African-Americans have seen
fit' to join the armed forces.'' He asked,
''Is it 1¥1fair to allow Americans to join
the !Anny . . . because that's their
cha cc?''

hearings which dealt with the plan were
closed 10 the public. However, much of
the infonnation has been leaked. Much
of the infonnation for this article con1es
from the book, Freedom Under Fire, by
Michael Linfield.
Jn 1982, when pub!ic opinion became critical of the United States involvement in Central America, 11. Col.
Oliver North met with FEMA to fonnulate plans to deal with domestic protests
in the event of U.S foreign inlervention.
From these meetings arose the plan of
eslablishing martial law; suspension of
the United States Constitution, re-establishing government under military
commanders and detaining citizens
(minorities and ethnic groups) opposed
to the acts of government. As a result,
the Department of Defense would be in
charge of the government. In addition,
data processing managers, programmers, and circuit board assemblers

(tcnned as low level worker.;) would be
conscripted into the government's work

force and personal computers would be
confiscated.
President Reagan or Bush was suir
posed to have secre1ly signed an agreement with FEMA. If it is so, then the
incarceration of millions of innocent
citizens (presumably African-Americans) would begin at the onset of the
next war. This plan would dismember
and violate democratic rights and civil
liberties mol-e than any other war-lime
measure in U.S. history.
An article by the Miami Herald on
July 5,1987, entitled, ''Reagan Aides
and the 'Secret' Government'' stated
that the director of FEMA, Louis Giuffrida, wrote a paper about imposing
martial law on black militants and initiating the imprisonment of '_at least ' 20
million African-Americans in 'relocation ' camps.
According to Linfield 's book, since
the United States' invasion o( Central
America in 1982, the FBI has been
involved in a nationwide campaign of
surveillance of organizations opposed
to U.S foreign policy or intervention.
Many FBI field offices have been involved in a campaign of infiltrating and
spying on organizations including political activists, students Md professors

on college •campuses opposing US foreign intervCnlion. Since the re-institution of military registration for all adult
men in 1980, the government has begun
to seled.ively prosecute those who do
not register or who speak out against it
by conscience.
A Knight- Ridder Newspaper article
stated: ''Some of Reagan's closest

friends and advisers, including former
national security advisor William
Clark, the late OA director William
Casey and Attorney General Edwin
Meese, were part of that infonnal secret
structure.''
The story cites a memo by Arthur
Liman, member of the Senate Committee, who wrote: ''this is part of a story
that reveals the whole secret govemmenl, operated ·from the Executive
Office Building by a Lt. Col. with its
own anny, air force, diplomatic agents,
intelligence: operatives and approprialions capacity.''
During the trial of Oliver North, the
public was constantly assaulted with the
notion of ''national security'', but the

safety of citizens (specifically African.
American and all people who disagree
with certain U.S. foreign policies) was
actuallf at risk.
The FEMA plan and even some of its
(possible) initiators are still intact -

George Bush did become President.
During the congressional hearings.
one congressional representative, Jack
Brooks (D-TX), attempted lo question
North ' and was rebuked. He asked,
''Colonel NOlth, in your work at NSC,
were you not assigned at one time to
work on plans for the continuity of
government (plans for martial law) in
the event of a major distitec?''

. Before Nonh could reply, Committee Chair Daniel lnooye (D-HI) interceded, '1 believe the question touches
upoo a highly sensitive and dMsilied
area, So may I req- thlt you not
touch upon that, sir?''

'

'
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Security
which are more difficult for a rapist to

remove: using the sharp edge of a book
or a pen as a defense mechanism; step-

ping on an attacker's foot; kneeing an
attacker in the groin; or c laiming to have

a venereal disca.r;,e or that you are preg-

nant.
''Whether you shot1\d fight back if

attacked depends on ho\v you feel,''
Dishiell said.
''I can't tell you to fight a guy who
has a weapon. but if you are a black belt
and feel confident then go for it," he
added.

Dishiell also said that rapists ·•c.ome
in all shapes and forms,'' and that ''he
can be the guy next door, rich or JXM)r,

status does not matter."

Sgt. Shannon noted that students are
~

''We need to know what the pcl'80ll buster VidcO, said that the clientele has
was wearing, their features, height in ranged between students and people
relation to you, approximate weight, who live or work in the area.
continued\ from page l
build, oomplexion, shoes. a recogniz''We're getting very positive feedable scar or weapon used, or anything back," Smith said. ''I think students like campaign that has produced more than
that can help us identify him." \
our liberal membership policy because 500 letters addressed to Ladner and
~ccording to Dishiell, crime only you only need a driver's license and an- University President Franklyn Jenifer.
occurs under three conditions: a desire other secondary form of ID and not a
The parents have I questioned
to commit a crime, an ability to commit major credit card."
Jenifer's actual commitm~nt to giving
the crime, and an opportunity for the
Kim Lee, manager of Up Against the back to the oommunity • a promise he
crime to be oommitted.
Wall, said so far more people from the made oontinuously since tal<lng office
''You are the only one who can con- area have come in than students, but last April. They see the Children's
trol the opponunity for a crime to take everyone has been really pleased with Theatre as a perfect way fOr Howard to
· place," Dishiell said.
avoid being mere squatte~ in the com-;
the store.
''If you don 't afford the criminals an
Reggie Simpoon. manager of The munity.
opportunity,
you won't become a statis-. Wiz, estimated that approximately 70
''The Children's Theatre provides a
.
' .
tic.''
percent o( his patrons have been stu- cultural and academic environment that
is important in keeping these children
dents.
''We've only been open three days off of the street," C.ollie said.
'
and everything seems to be pretty good.
Donaldson agrees that a university
Sales are O.K. and they are going to get outreach program is good but that the
continued from page I better," Simpson said.
Children's Theatre, which oosts upKahlil orOss, a junior broadcast wards of $300 for the su,mer session,
Lita Aubry, a sophomore journalism production major, said, ''I like the loca- is not reaching the children for which it
major who transferred to Howard from tion; it's very oonvenient. l think it is was intended.
the University of California-Berkeley, opportune for whoever owns these
''If we are going out and reaching
said, "I think they were needed. There stores to open right before Christmas into the oommunity, we
to reach
were a lot of stores like this around because they're going to make money.
those who need us the most the poorest
Berkeley and I expected to see that
''Instead of going 411 the way out to - the ones who won' t have any exposure
when I came here, but it wasn 't so."
Georgetown or getting a ride out to the to. theatre because they wp! never be
Store managers said that their fnst mall, we can just come here to pick up a
~ble to pay $300. It should
just be an
week has been good, especially since little something for mom, dad or little elite group," Donaldson said. ''Are we
they have not had time to do much sister," said Gross, who had just bought really doing an outreach p~ or are
advertising or to run promotions.
the Whispers' and Temptations' Christ- we camouflaging a service to an elite
Karen Smith, vice president of margroup?''
mas tapes.
keting and merchandising at Block- _

Theatre

continued from page 1

~ause

often very careless concerning crime

preve ntion.
''Students continuously prop doors

open, don't close them back and individuals get into the building," he said.
''When you go out, don't walk alone
in dark areas like the valley or accept
rides \vith guys because they arc in
flashy cars.''
;
Dishiell added that students can help
security by reponing crimes when they
occur. He also said that a victim should
know how to identify their attacker.
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STUDY

move the program.to the West Campus
if all else fails.
The Cb.ildren's Theatre is now preparing for Black Hjstory Month ~
February. They get hundreds of re·
quests to pcrfonn across the country,
Collie said.
·
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at
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
HIGH DEMAND FOR QUAL:IFJED
MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL IN
THE HOTELJRESTAURANT FIELD
I
WITH UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES

ENROLL NOW!!
I

Consistency and longevity has
helped to make the Howard University
Children's Theatre one of the country's
premier touring groups. Training children age ~18, the theatre has received
many awards including a proclamation
by D.C. Mayor Marion Barry declaring
Aug. 3, 1985, 'Howard University Chil·
dren's Theatre Day.'
Kellie Williams, 14, who plays
Laura Winslow on ABC's ''Family
Matters" and Cluis Thomas, a local
stand-up oomedian, are two of the programs well-known participants.
Former Howard University President James Cheek once praised the
Children's Theatre for "making positive contributions to the cultural programs of the community."
Former
president Ronald Reagan also acknowledged the program for "bringing rich·
nw and beauty of the theatre to the lives
of so many children."
Ladner has recently called for the
formation of a oommittce to study the
problems surrounding the Children's
Theatre. The committee will submit a
report to Ladner in the Spring.
· ''I am very hopeful that the outcome
will allow Howard to oontinue to serve
the oommunity," Ladner said. ''It is
important to realize that we don't have
a hidden agenda to do off black children ."
C.ollie said he would be willing to

MANAGEMENT INTERN
Long & Short Term

'

)

9

CALL TODAY
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Arlington County Government is anno ncing
Management Intern (long and Short_ irerh1)
opportunities. To qualify, applicant mwst be
burrently enrolled in a Master's D+gree
Progr_11m and have completed one seme~ter of
graduate study or graduated from a Master's
program and not have prior employment in the
field in a professional capacity.

The current LSAT is changi ng. Why? Because
Stanley H. Kaplan's LSAT prep course is too
effective. So effective that perfect LSAT scores
have QUADRUPLED over the last two years'
This June, the test makers will change the LSAT
scoring scale of 10 to 48, and revise the test to
make it more challenging. Befor~ that happens,
Stanley H. Kaplan wants to help you take advantage of the current "top heavy" test.
By popular demand were offering extra prep
classes for 1he December and February LSAT test
dates. Call today. And get your best shot at a 48.
While you still can.

All applicants must submit an official Ari ngton
County application form.
FIES MES
SUBMITTED WITHOUT A COMPL · TED
OFFICIAL
ARLINGTON
CO I NTY
APPLICATION FORM WILL NO
BE
ACCEPTED. Applications must be recei ed in
the Personnel Department no later tha 5:00
pm on JANUARY 31, 1991. To re uest
application material please call (703) 3583500. If you are hearing impaired out TDD
number is (703) 358-4613.
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STANLEY H. KAPIAN

Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

•
1

AR INGTON COUNTY PERSON EL
/} DEPARTMENT
00 Clarendon Boulevard, Suite 5 1,
Arlington, VA 22201
EOE/MFH

I
(202) 806-1514
(202) 806-1640

s PE~IAL e

Long Term - $13.04/hr (minimum of ix
months)
Short Term - $11.91 /hr (minimum of hree
months)

AQE ,

i\1,\RILY:"'i D,\ \VSON, R;'\, Licensed Estl1ellci:in

•

Holiday Special

'I

$25 Makeciver and free n1ake-up kit
Oct. 31 tbru Dec. Jl, 1990
<('

.J •

Afro.European Skin Care Specialist
racial1 • Body Trcaimenu • Waxing

•

•

• Aerie Treatment • Strcss Massage
• Ingrown !lair Trcaimcnu

Call for Appoinuncnt (30 I) 589· n29

1-\os? o incie
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8750 Georgia Avenue • Suite 107 • Silver Spring. MD
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At New York University's

Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, you will acquire the skills necessary for a professional career in
public, nonprofit, and health organizations. Pro ams of study include • Urban Planning • Health Policy and
Management • Public Administration. Study furl time or part time. Financial aid is available.

N

Find out what the Warner Graduate School can do fo~ you: Call (212) 998-7400 tod{ly.
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Hawardites from both coas s discuss
stereotypes each has about the other
Marlo Lyles,

By Cydney K. Jones
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Angeles, "You've got to understand that
being so close to ollywood and movie
stars, everyone is always trying lo look
healthy and pre~y. Also, since the

Howard is the melting pot of all
ethnicities and enrolls students from all weather is usual y sunny and wann,
countries, states, and cities. Inevitably, people tend to s nd more time outside
a large majority of East and West coaSt and trying to be
n. 11 Lyles also stated
students come from two of the largest that people on th west coast tend to be
states in the nation~Cw York and more carefree an Jess rushed than EastCalifornia.
C6asters.
Despite these two coasts being
Gean.inc Black II, who has lived in
thrown together in what most Still both Brooklyn, . Y. and Marina Del
consider the south (D.C .), some Ray, Calif. said
pie from the East
students have been able to confinn Coast are more al and down to earth.
stereotypes of . their eastern/western Blackwell said Californians are
counterparts, 'wlfile others have proven artificial.
their prejudgments invalid.
As far as fit'fss is concerned, 111
''People, from the West Coast are not think both coasts Ill" equally concerned
conscious enough of their heritage, with staying healthy and eating right.
they're not well informed. They are People in New Yf rk tend to have an
more involved with appearances and advantage, becau:4 they have more of a
trends," Dawn Troxler, a native of diversity of ethnic \foods, therefore they
Vineland, N. J. said .
are exposed to rnqre," Blacl..-well said.
Many West Coast students have
Others feel the~e is equally as much
been known to be very health. conscious diversity on the
Coast as in the
and therefore work-out a lot and wear ~but that the W.c t COOS( tends to be
clothes that reveal their physically fit more spread out.
bodies when
East Coast weather
Overall, most udents continue to
allows. I
base each other
their individual
A Los Angeles student who asked personalities rathe1 than where they
not to be identified said, "E.ast Coast come from.
people are too radical. They also don 't
"People are pe le no matter where
have enough respect for their they live. When I tell people that I' m
surroundings. That is part of the reason from New York, t ey can't believe it
the Plaza is so tom up."
simply because I d n' t .say 'yo' all the
"Jerri curls., think they can rap, time and have dr adlocks,'' said one
trying to be cool, that's how I used to
unidentified student "Stere_otypes will
think about people from the west coast,"
continue to exist w~rever you go, but I ·
Adriene Delagarde, a New Yorker, said.
think that when peo~le come together in
"But, I think a lot of people from
an enVironment su h as Howard, you
California change after being in D.C. are able to see t t not all or those
for a while. I also realized that not all of stereotypes exist," . e said.
them are the same as I had perceived
"I still can't get fed to Christmas in
them," Delagarde added.
California," Blackwell said. "It's funny
'
Many of the East Coast ,studenrs hOw people put sleHs aOOi'Cind&:rin
interviewed said peopl,e from the West
their yards when il's lso degrees outside.
Coast are somewhat surface and - 11 barely rains in Southern California,
'
superficial.
never mind snow."

West

.. .

-- .._.

sophomore from Los

-·

•

M.C. Hammer: Dubbed

Hilkop Sta1f Reporters

Every year, either by the Peoples
Choice Awards or the Grammy's, an
artist is selected for their talent and
popularity to be entertainer of the year.
This year, Howard University

students ~ asked who they predict
will receive entertainer of the year in
music and film.
Students had a variety of artists in
mind from the music industry because
of the amount of songs the artists had
that hit the top of the charts or the large
amount of media coverage they
received. ,-.
Among them were Guy, Anita
Baker, Babyface, New Kids on the
Block, Miki Howard, Janet Jackson,
puincy Jones, Johnny Gill and
Madonna.
Although everyone had their
favorite person in mind, the majority of
the student body chose M.C Hammer

as the musical entertainer of 1990.
''He 's an entertainer, not only a
singer, but a dancer. A lot of people like
his versatility. That's my guess. He gets
to the black audience and the white
audience," public relations major,
Monique Sharpe said.
''He gets a lot of media. He's promoted
more so than everyone else. Every time
you tum around there is a commercial
related to him, junior, Veronica Smith.,
said.
M.C. Hammer 's album "Please
Hammer Don't Hurt Em" debuted in
1990. Since then, singles such as "U
Can't Touch This," "Have You Seen
Her," and "l;lelp the Children" have hit

I

by blacks and whites.
His fame has soared, but some feel
his music and image are not what all
blacks like to see.
''I think he's a ~I-Out His music

•
Hammer ls a rap artist known . for his elaborate stage shows.

'

'

....

Means more,

When cooking chicken with the skin
still on it, no other fat, i.e., cooking oil,

Students stray from
By Lawanda Blanchard

passes by unDO(iced. Yet upoo aSking

family, friends, love togetherness ...
gifts .
'
The fact ' that the V1<>U&ht of gifts '
comes after such thinp as love and
togethemeSS" in relati~ to Christmas
exemplifies the hope that the true
meaning of the celeb lion is coming
back.
\
''Being away from tiome brin~ out
the true meaning of a+sunas for most
people. Since being awa. from home, I
now look forward to
ing near my
family and friends, thi
I once took
for granted,'' said Ca lie Merritt, a
freshman majoring in Broadcast

several students what Ouistmas means
to them, the prevailing themes were:

see

Hilltop Staff Reporter
Christmas is defined as the legal
holiday and church festival, on
December 25, celebrating Jhc birth of
Jesus Christ. But Ouistmas has become
largely a commercial holiday .
Christmas decorations go up before
Thanksgiving is over, and people have
become so concerned with the
superficial aspects of the holiday that
the deeper mearung of the holiday often

popular. Oticken is an ideal meat when
either dieting, because it can be
prepared in so many different ways, to
avoid calories, or when you are in a
huny because there are several recipes
which are quick and tasty, and cheaper
than most other meats.
Oticken provides more protein per
ounce than any other meat source. There
is more protein per ounce of Chicken,
than any other meat A half of a chicken
breast can give 60 percent, and more of
the protein which you need daily.
''Oiicken provides the eight essential
amino acids (building blocks) yout
body ne~ds for proper growth and
general good health," according to

Tyson Foods, Inc.

.-

Web Bryant, Gannett News Service

•

which are available to consumers,
chicken is probably one of the most

popular and recogniz.ed black rap artisrs

Soorce: The Advest Group

.~

Of all the different types of meats

r

lCMAS,

page

13

''

- -•

'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

country, making him one of the most

USA SNAPSHOTS®

•

By Shandra L McDonald

the tops of billboard charts across the

see HAMMER, page 13

1,

Qticken is cheap,
quick, tasty tneal
for scholars on go

entertainer of the year
By Tarryn Nole
and Juan Ponder

- " ·-

'

•

,,,>+-..

is necessary. The skin is healthy,
because it is rich in vitamin A. but when
you are dieting you may ~ to

prepare chicken without the skin on it to
avoid calories.
Chicken iS ideal for dieting because
it is a low calorie. meat. In addition, to
that chicken is loW in sodium, and
saturated fats; . something which is
essential for a cholesterol free diet. ''For
someone who is watching their weight,
it is better if chicken is baked, stewed, or
roasted,'' stated Diane Jones, who is a
Home Economist for Tyson Foods, Inc.
Cooking with chicken can be made
simpler with such products as chicken
nuggets, or patties which many
companies sell. ''Pnxlucts which arc
already cooked as patties, nuggets, and
chicken strips,'' are good for students
according to Jones, ''because they are
easy to prepare."
''Chicken is a food whose time has
come. It fits neatly into today's
demandin·g challenging lifestyle,"

acmnling to Tyson Foods, Inc.
Some of the precauti.ons which a
person needs to take when buying
chicken are ''making sure it is not
bruised, or that it does not have a fleshy
or yellow color," Jones ·said.

see CHICKEN, page 13

r1URRY CURRY
8 or 9 fresh thighs, drumsticks, or
split bleasts
2 tablespoons cooking oil

1 smaU onion, chopped (1/4 cup)
3 to 4 teaspoons w:ry povo'der
1/2 of a 21-ounce can
tomato

juice

Rinse chicken; pat dry. Sprinkle with salt and pepper. In a 12-inch skillet
brown chicken In hot all. Remove from skillet; set aside. Add onion and
curry to skillet; cook til tender. Cut up any large pieces al pie lllng; add
to skilel. Stir Into tomato juice and 1/4 teaspoon aal. Return chicken to
skillet. Cook, covered, aver low heat for 25 to 30 minutas or til tender.
Remove &;Jdiit.,; keep warm. Add milk to skillet; bring just lo bo• ig.
Se!Ve over chicken and rice. Serves 4 to 6. Total tine 45 minl.tes. Et1oYI

•

'

•

•

•
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Madonna
'Nightline'

'

•

.Based on overnight
ratings1, ABC projects
Monday's Nightline,
featuring the controversi .
Madonna video, will be tlie
highest-rated of 1990:

Discover the variety of career
options available In southeastern
Michigan:
Oitherlne McAuley Health Syotem '
AnnArl>or
Mercy Health Services
Corporate Oftlce
Farmington Hills

Marion Barry's arrest
1 - Based on the top 25 markets. A rating
point represents 931,000 TV households,

Source: ABC Nightline

Commitment to excellence. Dedication.
Desire to learn and grOw. These are a few
of the qualities that ar~ driving you to succeed. As you enter the professional work
1
force, these positive traits
can continue to
flourish with Mercy ~ealth Services, a
regional health care system providing services In the mldwest.

Web Bryant; Gannett News Service

-

Maddona's 'sexcapade'
video banned by MTV
•

By Edna GundrJ<son
Special to the Hil'.op

NEW YOR!~ - Madonna's ''Justify
My Love'' vi,1eo, a carnal carnival of

voyeurism a~d leather-and-lace sex,
brims with so much hanky-panky that

even cleavage-inclined M1V refuses to
air it.
•

•

The grainy black-and-white video is
an eye-popping sexcapade set in a Paris
hotel room.
Dressed in skimpy black lingerie and
skyscraper heels, Madonna flashes a lot
of flesh as she cavorts in bed with her
real-life boyfriend, actor-model Tony
Ward. He watches while Madonna
kisses and nuzzles a partner who
appears to be female (but who can tell in
this androgynous playground, where
only
Madonna' s
gender
1s
indisputable?).
Transvestites crop up. Bondage and I
oral sex are insinuated. A woman in
s~nders, her nipples exposed, gropes i
a man's crotch.
This is the first Madonna video ever

refused by MIV.
Declining to specify what was
deemed
objectionable,
MTV
spokeswoman Carole Robinson says,

Madonna was ''pretty surprised but
doesn 't harbor any anger toward
M1V,'' says Liz Rosenberg, Madonna's
pl:Jblicist. ''It's their prerogative .
Madonna's stance is that this is her

interpretation. She thinks it's very
romantic.''

Multiple Locations

Mercy lnfonnatlon Sywtema
Farmington Hills
SI. Jc I tph' Mercy Hoopltal
Pondac
Samaritan Health Center
Detroit
Care Choices Health Phms

•

Muldple locations
Amlcare Home Health Care
Multiple Locations
You're committed to attaining your
acadell\lc goal Now find out how to
achieve your professional best by
bringing your unique contributions
to our working community. For more
lnfonnatlon on careers with Mercy
Health Services, please send your
resume to or call: Colporate otllces

•

MTV occasionally rejects videos
outright (Neil Young's ''This No~c·s
For You'') ·or suggests modifications.
MTV did not request specific cuts, nor
did Madonna offer to edit the video,
which would all but disappear to suit
average prime-time taste guidelines.
Her defiance is aptly captured in the
video's closing message. flashed oh the
screen as Madonna exits the hotel
laughing: ''Poor is the man whose
pleasures depend on the pennission of
another.''
Madonna may be-laughing all the way
to the bank. While ''Justify'' won 't be
available on lV. it will be released in
mid-December as a video single,
availa'blc for under $ t 0.

-

Mercy Hoopltal
Port Huron
Mercy Uvlng Centen

At Mercy, we are committed to achieving
diversity In our working community. We
value and appreciate th~ unique contributions of every Individual and recognize our
employees by enhancing career development and encouraging upward mobility. A
broad spectrum of careers, from patient care
to health Insurance to Information systems,
will allow you to explore professional challenges "41ile you experience the dignity and
compassion we provide to both our patients
and our employees.

''This (video) is just not for us.
''We love Madonna," Robinson adds.
''We have a terrific rela1ionship wilh
hcc. We respect her work as an artist and
thin((. she makes great videos."

.

l

•

Human Resource Servlcea-WD,
Mercy Health Servlceo, 34605
TweheMlleRoad,Fannlngll>DHllh,
Ml 48331-3221, (313) 48!Ml840.
Achieving Workforce Diversity
Through Afflrmatt-ve Actton-

Equal Opportunity Fmployer

(Edna Gunderson wri1es for Us-1. 1VDA}'. )

.
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Baaaaaaaa~ Humbug!
I

•

IBM PS/2' made for
.

.•

'

Society to Curtail Ridiculous, Out1·ageous
and Ostentatious Gift Exchange

•

gifts and knowing that the first of tlte
year will bring the bills in," Langam
Special to 1he Hilltop
said. ''We 've got more new people
earlier this year than any other year
Charles Langham doesn't mind we've had - I don't know if that means
being called a O.ristmas scrooge, as anything or not.''
long as you mean SCRQCX;E - The
SCRQCX;E has some tips on how to
Society to Curtail Ridiculous, make Ouistmas merry without paying
Outrageous and Ostentatious ' Gift for it the resl of the year:
Exchange.
- If you're going to cut back on
''It's light-hearted," the Virginia man 01.ristmas shopping, tell pcole early and
said of his group. ''We don't go out and in a nice way. If you don't, Langham
mob Santa Claus or burn down said, some feelings could be hurt.
Chri stmas trees. We don't -· take
- Remember that Christmas really is
ourselves too seriously.''
for children, and try to limit your
But it took serious after-Christmas shopping list to the little ones. For
credit cards bills in 1978 for Langham to olheIS, consider giving to charity in
wonder whether Otris1mas has to mean their names.
spend till you end.
- Emphaslze gifts that involve
''I charged $500 on credit cards, and to thought and originality. Langham is
me thal seemed a lot. I asked some guys getting people practical items, but gifts
I worked with and some had charged can include some fancy cooking,
Sl,CXX>," he.. said. ''1ben we thought, necdJework, etc. Some ideas are the
what do we really get out of this? Maybe much-maligned gift certificate, a firstthere's another way. Maybe you can aid kit, caJendars or picture frams.
have a nice time at the holiday season
- Use ,cash instead of credit cards.
without doing this."
- Most of air, remember you can't
And SCROOGE was born, buY. a happy O.ristmas at any price.
advocating the handmade and pr.i.ctical
To join SCROOGE, send a one-time
over the outrageous and expensive for $2 membership fee (for newsletter) to:
Christmas.
SCROOGE, 1447 Westwood Rd .,
It's not that the 1,200 members don't Charlottesville, Va. 22901. (Rose
like Oiristmas. They realty do. They Roccisano writes for Gannett News
just don't think you need to go into debt Service.)
to epjoy it.
OCopyriglu 1990, US4 TODAY/
''People worry so much about buying Apple College Information Network

By Rose Rocclsano
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Alcohol abuse: Social drinking increasing on ca111pus
By Shannon Gamett

Ca111p11s,

Hilltop Slaff Reporter

•

•

Statistics sho\v one person in every
five is closely related to someone who
suffers from alcohol abuse. Alcohol

abuse and alcoholism drain the
economy of an cstimatCd $15 billion per

yqar.
Alcohol abuse shoricns life spans by
10 to 12 years. One-half of all traffic
fatali1ies are associated \Vilh alcohol
use. One -third of all homocidcs have to

do with alcohOl use.
The bottom line is alcohol use is a

major

problem

for

many

Americans-teenagers and college
students included.
Researchers have found 10 common
reasons why college students drink: lo

increase feelings of sociability

to

relieve anxiety or tension. to make them

feel elated or euphoric, to make them
feel inhibited in thinking, saying or
doing certain things. to enable them .to
go along with their friends. to enable
them to experience a different stale of
consciousness. to make them feel less
inhibited sexually, to enable them to
stop worrying, to alleviate .depression
and to nlake them less self-conscious.
In the District of Columbia, it is
against 1he law to sell alcohol to anyone
under the age of 21. It is also against the
la\v for anyone 21 and older to buy
alcohol for or give alcohol lo
, individuals under 21.
•
However, according to Voices Oii

•

the~e

laws are basically

ignored.
Dr. Michael Barnes. director of the
Howard University Drug Education and
Prevention Program, said it difficult to
say whether or not the legal drinking age
of 21 has caused college drinking to
decline.
''Juniors and seniors who arc 21 can
purchase a bottle (of alcohol)...bring it
back to their ro6m and (anyone) can
participate (in drinking)." Barnes said.
Melissa Washington, a senior from
Boston. believes drinking •is a,problem
on campus.
'' (It's a problem) especially on the
weekend...some people go for the sole
purpose of getting drunk... it's fun to
them.'' Washington said.
Some students agree with the
drinking age but admit that ii is not
enforced.
''I think that 21 is a sufficient age. but
me. being underage. I can still purchase
alcohol because the age factor is not
enforced." said Jerome Barksdale. a
1
sophomore chemistry major .
Restaurants in Georgetown, often
frequented by students, such as
Houston's and Houlihan's, say they
only ask fOr identification from those
purchasing alcohol when there is a
reasonable doubt about age.
''The drinking age in the Distrid of
Columbia is at the level that it should be.
At the age of 21, 1 think. people are old
enough to make rational decisions,"
said Sean C. Harvey, a junior sociology
major .
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McDonalds has chosen paper to
replace the plastic foam packaging
because it is biodegradable, and
eventUally McDonalds will try and find
some type of packaging which can be
recycled.
''Its about time," stated Darrius
Ciourdine a junior 1.00Jogy major, that

Local liquor stores are gearing.up for the annual Christmas rush.
''The drinking age is fine, but it isn't
enforced around here. You don't have
to be 21 (to purchase alcohol) because
the little liquor stores on the comer
don't really care if you're 21." said
Washington .
According to a report from the
Center for Science in the Public Interest,
alcoholism and alcohol abuse are
among the leading social and 'health

problems in African-Americans.
Cirrhosis of the liver, a -Wmmon
effect of alcohol abuse, is twice as
common among black men as it is
among white males nationally. The
leading cause of ''excess death'' among
African-Americans
indicate
a
correlation with alcohol and other drug
abuse. These facts concern some ,
students on campus.

H"'°" Staff Aepater

I

A study conducted by the Wynn

Institute for Metabolic Research in
London discovered that some kinds of
birth-control pill s containing high
levels of progestin, a synthetic
hormone, can cause changes in blood
chemistry. The changes are similar to
1rose in persons at high risk for
cardiovascular disease.
Recently reported in the lVas/1U1gt011
Post, the rCport of the study which was
published in The New £,1gla1ul J01,r1wl
of MedicUie said ··women who take
certain kinds of oral contraceptives may
be at an increased risk of coronary heart
disease because of the pill 's effect on
cholesterol levels."

The study stated that the changes in
the body because of the high levels of
progestin include a higher consistency
of low-density lipoprotein (LDL)
cholesterol, better known as ''bad''

'•

cholesterol which, clogs blood vessels.
High levels of progestin can also cause
a decrease in the amount of high..<fensity
lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol in the '
body.
Thought of as ''good''
cholesterol, low levels of HDL are
linked to premature coronary heart
disease, especially in women.
Oral contraceptives . generally
contain two reproductive hormones,
estrogen and progestin. Aftc~ it was
showf that estrogen increases the risk of
heart attacks by causing bloOO to clot
more quickly, levels of estrogen in
birth-control pills were reduced. This
study is expected to bring about a
similar reduction in the · level of
progestin in binh--control pills. This
reduction could considerably reduce the
risk of heart..<fiseasc caused by elevated
levels of progestin.
Dr. Smith, obstetrician/gynecologist
at the Howard University Health
Center, stressed that the study is not a
recent one.

'' African-American
males,in
particular, need to focus on another way
(besides
drinking)
to
enjoy
themselves," said Debra Sewell, a
junior
1n
the
School
of
Communications.
''Excessive drinking serves no real
purpose except to get one intoxicated so
that he or she will not be able to function
normally," said Sewell.

Alcohol has been linked to certain
cancers of the upper digl:stive and
respiratory tracts.
Experts say alcohol even in
relatively small amounts can alter liver
function and can effect the
cardiovascular system.
"Alcohol is the most abused
substancC because it is legal," said
Barnes.

j

Santa comes to H U 's
center for Sickle Cell
By Yolalne Thezler
Hiiitop S1aff Repb,ter

I

to develop packaging which is
biodegradable. but Angela w::ii an1 ~.
manager of the chain on Georgia Ave.
next to Howard University Hospital.
believes ''it is a good idea," and is sure
that Popeye 's \viii be looking into it in
the near future.
Dominoes Pizza is another fast food
chain, who, as manager Tony Byrne
said, will be responding to the need in

The Howar~ University C.enter for
Sickle Cell .Disease holds its 18th
.~an~...~P[bt~ party for children
with sickle diSFase and their parents.
This year the party will be held Sun.,
Dec 16 from 3:00 p.m.-7:00 p.ot in the
Blackburn C.entcr.
Dr. Calvin Rolark, president of the
United Black Fund will be there dressed
as Santa Claus, along with Ronald
McDonald, Mistress of Ceremonies,
Susan Kidd, co-anchor of WRC-TV
Li1-e at Five, and free food and gifts for
over 300 children.
Sickle Cell which affects one in
every twelve blacks in the United
States, is an inherited disorder in which
there is a defCd in the hemoglobin of !he
· red blood cells. The presence of this
defective or abnormal hemoglobin
orde r ''to keep pace with \Vhat causes distonion (sickling) of the red
c:ustomers \Vant." Byrne feels ''it is our blood cells and also a decrease in the
number of these blood cells.
responsibility as a company."
"The pany cannot be a total success
Jerry Thomas, a junior majoring in
architecture/engineeringbelieves if the without the aid of the community.
changes which the fast food restaurants StudenlS can donate their time or money
arc making are ·•geared to\vards saving towards the purchasing of toys for the
the environment then it is a good idea.'' children," said Ian Brown, program

see FOOD, page 13

New study on oral contraceptives
associated with risk of heart disease
By Lawanda Blanchard
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Taylfft. believes
changing the
packaging is a good idea, and the
company is investigating the cost. ''Too
much pollution is in the country right
now,
and
with
somc1bing
biodegradable you know you won't see
it in the next thousand years," said
Taylor.
Popey.e's has not made any attempts

(-.c,.. ..

~OD"'~

By Shandra L McDonald

Today.
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Fast food joints
make the switch
McDonalds made a contribution to
preserving the environment.
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Trash is becoming \Vorse than it has
ever been, as it builds up across the
In .the lasl few years, the ~ue of cpuntiy. UM Today esti0¥!ted over
re.cycling as a means of elim1naflng ''160 million tons of aaroaue'' should
0 I!' ' -;;;....1 11• ··~· 120
Wilte ' · hM intensified · ~ ·~~"'"pii e up
~wt
1s year, ,..,'
aslit..comparcu
to
one of several fast foods chains, who, in million tons in 1970.'' In addition, the
approximately thirty days, will be Uni1ed States is running oul of
responding to lhe crisis by changing the ';landfill'' space for dumping, and the
''plastic foam' ' packaging which is not many ways in which trash can be
biodegradable.
disposed of are not as reliable as they
''McDonald has decided the used 10 be, according to USA Today .
environment deserves a break today,"
Many of the other fast food
according to debate section of USA restaurants such as Hardees, Popeye's
Today . McDonald''s is making changes and Dominoes Pizza, who had not
''by ha11ing the use of . plastic foam originally made any efforts to change
packaging its customers 'just doo 't feel the packaging of their food, will regood about' because it threatens our consider.
environment, strains our landfills, and
''We (Hardces restaurants) will
liters our roads. By discarding ·!best (change packaging) now that
packages, McDonald's. says. it can cut McDonalds is doing it,"stated William
90 percent of the waste it generates,'' as Taylor manager of Hardees on V St. and
was stated in the debate section of US4 Georgia Ave.

'

''This study is at least five to six years
. old in the medical oommunity. We are
very much aware of what the article is.
saying and we have been folio~
· ng
appropriate guidelines for nlany ye
now.
I an1 very interested in c
student's i111erprctation of this article."
Ms . West,
OBGYN nurse
practitioner, says that ''for girls at high
risk, before prescribing birth-control
pills, we do check cholesierol levels and
proceed accordingly.
We offer
alternate contraception melhods for
those at high risk."
How do Howard students feel about
this issue?
"It's a woman's choice on what type
of birth-control she wa11ts to use. Now
that she knows the risks involved, she
should use more discretion," s.1id K1;Vin
McClan, a junior telcviston production
major.
A freshman in the College or Liberal
Ans who wished to Temain aoonynious.
vehemently expressed her viC\\'S in ligh1

•

or what she read when she said, "I'm
sorry; he can just use a condom!''
A slightly caln1er freshman
broadca"t journalism major said," Since
reading the article, I reel that I would
have to ask more quest ions before
taking birth-control. I don' t feel that a
person can trade one safety (of not
conceiving) for another (the heart)."

pany.
Having enough food and toys are a
major concern~ Jn the past Marines
donated most of the toys. This year
many of the troops are being sent to the
Middle East and they may be unable to
offer their past services.
"Anything that one can do to help
make the Christmas party a suc.cess will
help," said Brown.

In the past the Sickle Cell Center •
Christmas party has offered Children
suffering from sickle cell anemia a
chance to enjoy themselves and
celebrate the holidays without worrying
about problems asoociated with their
disease. It also gives the parents of
sickle cell children a chance to mingle
with one aoother in a relaxed setting.
For further information on how to
contribute to the Sickle Cell Christmas
party, contad either Delores E. Duncan
or Ian Brown of the Center for Sickle
Cell Disease at (202) 806-6140 or (202)
806-5634.

HEALTH HINTS

Have it your way-less fat
Fast foods has gone on a
heart-healthful diet. At Burger
King, Jack In The Box,
McDonald's and Wendy's
French fries and other fried
foods will now be cooked in
100% vegetable fat-rich blend of
vegetable oil and animal fat.
The move was heralded as yet
another sign that fast-food
chains are beginning to heed the
demands of health-conscious
Americans who want fast but not

Dr. Smith emphasized the fact that
''no young lady should become alanned
upon reading this article. There are no
pills on the market that are or that high
of a risk.'' It was mentioned that for
certain medical conditions, pills
containing some high dosages of
honnones are used but only under
controlled conditions.
Monica Wilson, senior fashion
major made the observation, "The
public needs to be more aware. More
needs to be resean::hed on this issue,
especially as rar as Blacks are
concerned, since we are at high risk for
hypertension and heart disease."

developer for the Howard Unive~ity
Sickle Cell Center.
McDonald's has donated a clown
and punch, Popeye's has donated 200
pieces of chicken and chicken and The
Georgi AY.enJle . Cafes..has donated
cakeS ' and pjes ...towards the Clmi&mas

fat-in this case, in particular,

less saturated fat.
How much of a difference
• with the oil change make?
Americans eat a lot of fries: In
1980, in fac~ French fries
ranked 15th on the list of
sources of saturated fat in the
American die~ higher than such
favorites as chocolate and pizza.
The recipe modifx:ations, while
they don't lower the fries' total
fat content, represent a

•

significant improvement.
McDonald's now offers a fat·
free, cholesterol free muffin or
cold cereal for breakfast. The
'
chain has switched· from whole
milk to 1% fa~ saving the
customer some SO c.alories arxl
5 grams of fat per cup. Lowfat
milkshakes as wellas lowfat
frozen yogurt have become
standard. Grilled or broiled
chicken breast sandwiches,
some on whole-grain or oatbran rolls, are on the menu at
Burger King, at Hardee's and a
Wendy's--a wekx>me alternative
to their native breaded and fried

pred=ssors.
Of course, a salad is still one

of the best health bets, as long
as you go easy on the dressing,
Qinsider this: One packe\ of
aeamy dressing. enough for a
few servings, has more cabics
and fat than a regular
hamburger patty.

•

•
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DANGER: A$pirin could
be hannful to your health

\V0~1
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EN ONLY

Campus health center
sponsors third ·annual
World AIDS Day

How Harmful are Ovarian Cysts?
\

By Sheri
HR

ip

L Wineglass

Staff Reporter

··A-.pirin is lhc pre111icr pain reliever
in 1hc world,'' says Dr. Tracey M.
Walton Jr., former H.U. 111CdiCa l
prufcs.~r and private physician.
110\\'cVcr , !il>lfk! studcnl" at J-lo\vard
prefer to use ibuprofen for pain over
a.'ipirin.

''1'111

allergic to aspirin and feel

nauseated \vhcn I take it'' says

~nior

Sh.1rnl..1io.: , Allen.
Ph:1n1l.1ci.'\t Gloria Cooms at Slltdcnt
1-k•ailh Services s.1ys that botl1 a.'\pirin
and

ibuprofc 11

c;111

irrit al..: the
gastrointcsli11:1I tract :111d should he:

taken on a full stomach.
Or. Walron admits that a."{>irin can
c:au.<;e ulcers if takc11 in large doses over
a long period of time and docs not
prescribe the drug to those patients 'vith

ulcers.

,

At the student phannacy, Coomes
says that a<ipirin is dispensed the least.
·1 ·y1cnol is givc11 to student'\ in the cold
packs. It will bring down fever and ·
causes few problems.·· ''Tylenol is
given for fever, minor aches and pains.
It is also rccon1n1ended for studcnl'\
\vith ulcers."" l{owever. she al<;<> says
that anli-inOamn1alory and it n1ay· not be
strong enough for son1e people. It
depends on the individual.•·
According to the April 30, 1990

is..'\ ue of Time Maga7.ine, t
ibuprofen, even in O\'er the
strength, over a11 extended
ti11"1e can lead to kidney failure i
I percent of the people who
The article talked about _a
\vhich 12 women with n1ild
disease \VCre found to be above
doses of ihuprofen .
The
condition disappeared afte

known as functional cysts,
typically disappear within
cysts can be very common, one or two menstrual cycles.
according to Dr. Rebecca The fluid is reabsorbed by the
•
•
Shaw, an obstetrician/ ovarian
tissue and the cyst
gynecologist in private shrinks. Dr. Shaw reports that
practice in Silver Spring, sometimes a physician will
Md. Usually, they are recommend the temporary
use of a low-dosage birth
harmless.
Cysts can form on an control pill to suppress
ovary when an egg that is ovarian function and reduce
supposed 10 be released the cyst.
during ovulation is not and,
The doctor probably would
instead, the sac containing advise the patient to return for
the egg fills with fluid. A a checkup after a month or
cyst can also form when the two, so that she could lie sure
empty sac left after the egg is the cyst has resolved
released fills with fluid. The spontaneously. If it hasn't
symptoms are generally your doctor may recommend
mild; a dull ache in the side other diagnostic procedures
or a feeling of pressure or and/or surgical intervention
heaviness in the abdomen. Ovarian enlargement can be
In most cases, there are no caused by other types of
symptoms until the cyst is growths or cysts, few of
quite large; often it is frrst which are malignant. But,
discovered during a pelvic most doctors would )say for
most
pre-menopausal
exam.
These benign, frequently women, ovarian cysts 1are
occurring cysts, which are nothing to worry about.

During
a
woman's
"reproductive years, ovarian

much

about

ii.

stopped talcing the drug. •
'l1le article, based on info ation
frun1 the .Ai111als of Internal M icine,
did indicate, however, tl1at ealthy
people who occasio11ally take ib profen
under the brand names o( Advil,
Medipren, etc ... , shuuld n t be
concerned .
Coomes says that the s udent
services phannacy carries ibup en in
200mg. (the strength that is sol ovCr
the counter), and 400 mg. whi h can
· 011ly be obtained with a prescri
''We also cany aspirin that is
coated. This has a film coating ith a
different disintegration rate than
rmal
a<;pirin. Bccau.~ it disintegrates ater, it
causes lcs..'\ initation to the in estinal
tract." says Coomes.
Motrin, the prescription
of
ibuprofen , is mainly prescri
to
fe1nalcs with menstrual cram
It
conics in 600mg and 800mg s
For over the counter relief.
really good for menstrual crarrli
n1inor headaches says Coomes.

On Monday, Howard UniveISity 's
Women ' s Annex building was
decorated with green ribbons, green
candies were passed out. and pamphlc~
in recognition of Dec. 3 as the Third
Annual World Aids Day. The overall
purpose or World AIDS Day was to
extend support for the prevention of the
A1DS virus, and to instill compassion
and understanding for AJDS victim'\
into the heart.;,; and minds of tho.c;c who
have not been infected with virus.
This year's theme focused on
' 'Women and AIDS," since the number
of women 'vho are infected with virus is
increasing. It was estimated by the
World Health Program that of the

500.000 people who will develop · the
virus between 1990-91; 200,000 of the
victims will be women.
''There is an increasing impact of
AIDS on women," stated Cassandra
Burden, assistant health educator for
Howard University health center.
"Women are the caretakers, and if she
gel.;,; it, she still ha.;,; to take care of the1

[amity and heraelf." stated Burden. ·•we
hope that we will find a cure for

~

individuals and families who are

The health
center provided infonnation on how to

dealing wilh the isl;ue."

Food

continued fron1 page 12

•

!;Jc bclievcsthe high price of packaging
may be the initial cause for the change
··1 feel it is a ploy to save n1011cy,".
stated Glenn Davis a junior majori11g in
economics and political science. but
Davis felt it \V3.'\ also ''step ahead for
recycling."
According to Davis by

changing their packaging McDo
''helping the Environntental P
A~ation in there ploy to n1
e11vironment a better place
Davis feels a question ari
whether the changes will e
quality of the product.
A spOkcspcrson for McDon
led that the quality of the food
be present Food will not rcmai
''bends'' which are responsi

will reflect today's women's health."
According to Carolyn Goode, Health
Educator for the
University Health
Center, World AIDS Day was designed
to ''reiQforce a spirit of compassion and
understanding of people infected with
HIV or AIDS through knowledge and
action.··
''A lot of studcnL<t know that AIDS is
a probleni, and are avoiding risky
behavior,'°' stated Burden, but the
Health Center feels that ii i.'\ important
''to pass out materials to increase
awareness. ··
B11!"'(icn alu. ·:greed that education
was very impor:ant,"because reople
think that as long as they don't h:,ve sex
without a condom they wo11'1 get it. and
that is not so. 11tc more e<lua.ted they
are about AIDS the more enlightened
and sympathetic they will be to people
with AIDS."

By Shandra McDonald

•

udy i11
kidney
normal
idney
they

keeping the food wann for more than 10
minutes. After that will be disposed of.
Davis feel!> that question of whether
or not the ''foOd will deteriorate
quicker'' with paper wrappers than it
docs with plastic foam is a question
\vhich some customers may be
concerned about.
He also feels that there are typica11y
two types o[ customers who eat in fast
' about
food rcstauran~ "those who care1

aid'\ is
tection
c the
live.

on the
le for

eating only''. and those \Vho are
CCMtscious of the food its quality. These
aic the customers who \viii be upset if
!he product is detrimental.''
''If the
question of quality of the product versus
the envimment, most people \vould
cl1oose the environment." said Davis.
Acoording to the US.<\. Today, when
thinking of the environment everyone
has ~a responsibility to make it \VOrk.

Activities took place throughout the
day. as materials were passed out and
lectures were held throughout the city. ...
''The National O>nferencc of Women·
and the HIV Infection.'' Wa<> one such
lecture.
World

Anolhcr issue in foetl'i was the HIV
virus and pregnancy. ''Tilcrc arc a lot of.

\
Day

AIDS

•

''The green ribbons and green
candies have been chosen to symboliz.e
hope and healing around the world,''

people · who are infected with AIDS, acooiding to Goocje.
who arc innocent by-standers like
babies," commented Burden.
In
addition, Dakota Ramseur, a junior
broadcast
journalism
major,
comme nted ,''Women produce the
population. and the future of American

''I think it is great that Ho\Vard takes
the lime to think of people who have
AIDS especially since (a large

percentage)

of the people arc black,"'

oommcnted Ramseur.
''

•
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In the past four years, I have had the
privilege of being OOth an athlete and a
sports reporter at Ho\vard University
and through those years I have seen
things .happen thal I could not bclic\'e.
From the very first day I entered
good old H.U., I was appalled al the
situation of the athletic dcpartn1ent. I
could not understand how a program
that is in the Division I conference,
could be so shabby.
To understand \\'hat l 'm talking

· lo deal with is that I often felt like I was
sacrificing everything for a school that
didn't even know I existed. I don't ever
remember hearing a good job after one
of our team's championships.
Oh wait , "-' C did receive a

Commentary
•

about you would 'have to be a student
atl1lete. specifically a mcrnbcr on one of ,
the minor sports teams, but for all of
you who have not had the pleasure/
priveledge of being in this situatio11
listen and try to understand.
After spending two years on the
1ennis team, winning two Mid Eastern
Athletic Conference championships, I
know what it 's like to wear the blue and
white and sweat and bleed all in the
quest of winning.
But playing the sport \\·as never the
problem. the problems al\vays arose i11
preparing oneself for the battle itself.
This battle, for the men and women who'
make up the minor sports or ·the sports
olher than football. basketball and
track, often seemed like a winless affair.
At many limes it would seem like '''e
were fighting against two people: our
opponents, who we knew wanted to beat
us, and swprisingly enougl1 a hidde11 foe
our own University. After all it ,,·as the
University who had us fighting tl1ese
battles many times with an unloaded
gun or a gun with only one bullet.
Just think, how can a tennis pla)'er
play without strings in l1is racket or
.shoes on bis feel. Ho''' ca11 a sy;inm1er
compete without S\\'imming trunks,
~w can a baseball player hope to be
competiti\'e playing on a field that
resembles a World War I battlefield.
and so on and so on and so on. I mean the
list is endless.
But to the credit of the athletes and
the coaches themse lve s the)' do
compete and they do so ver)' ' well. If I
"''anted to list every problem that ever)'
team J1ad I would need a11 e11tire Hilltop
instead of just one page. but I think you
get my point.
The trustrating thing about all of this

'
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The fact that th

Bison are successful on the field, Is more of a tribute to their dedication than the support of the university.

is that there doesn · seem to be any
sunn)· 'da~' S in the ne· future for any of
tl1e ·"Minor People '. Instead the)'
seem to be stuck in a revolving door
y,·ith only a fe\v se l sh people holding
keys to the exits. And \\'e have seen over
the years how helpfu they ha\'e been.
I personal!)' do 't ha\'e any ill
feelings toward an • one ath lete at
Howard University cause I know that
,,.e all ha\'e our pr lems. The funn)'
t11i11g aOOut all of thi is that, although
\\'e are all ''poor' ' tl1e seem to be some
of us' \VllO are li\'i11g tier t11a11 others.
I mean tl1ere are : 1ne teams that get
tl1e lu.xl1r)' to lra\ el ac oss the countr}' to
compete, when at th same lime there
are other Bison athlet '''ho don't have
sl1oes 011 1l1eir feet .
eone ma.ke me
understa11d hov.· i11 ti 11ell. the 1987
ba.!Oketball team could afford 10 fl)· all
the wa)' to Southern lifomia play t\.\'O
games. sla)' in a hotel. at and live like
kings \\'hen right back al home there are
athletes being forced to spend their O\\'D
money purchasing basic equipment
needed to compete.
Don't get me \.\'r g. I'm b}' no
means sa~1 ing that tl1e basketball team
shouldn 't be able to tak ~ uch trips, hell
I wish all of the sport ng teams could
have such an experien e, but the fact
ren1ains clear that tha trip didn't go ·
over \\'ell with the rest of the of the
a1hletes. Although the team nlade
1

money by taking that trip the fact that
the other teams didn't see an)' of that
money made the trip hard to digest.
For some strange reason it seems that
all of these ill actions seem to happen to
the same people over and over again. I'll
leave it up to >'OU to play judge and jury,
but to be totally honest I don 't see l1ow
anyone who is responsible for the day to
day operations of a program of tl1is
magnitude could be totally in the dark
about the problems in such a progran1.
Ho,ve\•er. I might stand corrected 011
this thought because a couple of
coaches, who wis hed to ren1ai11
unkn0\\11. have told me that the)' don't
have meetings with their bos.s. the
Athletic Director. to discuss 1t1e
situation at ha11d. This. I found hard to
believe, because e\'en the emplO)'ees at
Mc Donalds ha\ e n10nthly · meetings.
The money itself. Just like in life,
their ne\•er seems to be enough to go
around. Well, if that was true in Ollr
athletic program then I could
understand our delima, but it's not.
Sure different teams ha,·e different
needs. It is obvious that tl1e foo1ball
team needs mo~e money than the
swimming team. I don 't 1J1ink an)'One is
upset aOOut that. People, hov•ever. are
upset about how the mone)' is being
allocated. I don 't care how much
mone)' )'Ou have or don 't ha\'e the
OOttom line IS 1t -ttie money is managed
right the problems will be minin1al.
1
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Ladies
to bounce
back after loss
By Christopher Taylor

By Christopher Taylor
.,

Hlllop

Staff

Reporter

The Howard me11's basketball team,
losers of their first four games, have yet
10 put together a consistent effort for 40
minutes.
''I have been pleased with the effort
Of the team,'' said head coach Butch
Beard. ''But not with the overall play.''
'' I have 'not had 20 minutes of good
basketball, if I can gel 40 minutes I am
going to win, the learn needs to hustle
more,'' added Beard.
/
·/
In their most recent game Monday in
Boston, Howard trailed Northeastern
University 79-53 with 12:26 to go, but
the Bison helped by forward Julius
McNeil, big three poinl shot with 5:25
left, managed to cut the lead 10 99.95
with 14 seconds to go.
But Northeastern guard George
Robinson, hit one of two free throws to
finsh the game off.
Huskie forward Marcel lus
Anderson lold the Boston Globe about
Howard's style of play, ''Going into the
game, coach Fogel (Karl) told us that
this team wou1d be out to get us, and we
played {tonight) as if we "''ere going to
go up against Nevada-Las Vegas:·
Howard's uptempo style somewhat
aides the team in trying to come back
from behind., After triissed shots by the
opposition, the. Bison will seek to push
the ball up the court quickly trying to
catch the other team not getting back on
defense.
1
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The men's home opener Is . Dec. 12. They look to revenge an earlier loss to Cambel U.
Tl1is St)•le of play allows for plays
including a secondary offense to be run,
also alloy,•ing for more tliree point shot
opporunties.
But for any team it •is hard to come
back night after night. For the third time
in four games, the Bison have gotten
down by a big margir. and were forced to
pla)' catch up ball. Howard has trailed
by at least 13 points in all four gan1es.
··Tue biggest problem so far has been
con1ing fron1 behind. We are not good
enough to do that, said Beard
For the past l\.\'O seasons, Howard
has started slow in games, often trailing
by ten or more p:>ints early, n1aking it
hard to establish Beard's style of play.
''We start off slow, we are are not
coming out firing, and being aggressive
enough early," said guard Martin
Huckaby. ''Out mind set is not

there ... the fire does not get started until
later."
The Bison, in the Northeas1em
game, were hampered by the los.s of
starting forward Tyrone Powell, along
with forv;ard Tracy King and guard
Sean Mason.
The three did not play because of
various injuries, and Powell and King's
defensive play down low might have
made the difference because two
players Steve Carney and Maurice
Brighthaupt both had double figures in
points and rebounds.
''We have not played ~ell because
we do not start well ," Said forward
Kelsey Sturdivant ''Our constration has
not been good until the second half. We
seem only play well about eight to ten
minutes a game.
Another problem the Bison are

'

facing is their schedule. Howard plays
11 of its first 13 games on the road, and
the travel takes a 1011 on even the most
seasoned traveler.
Howard's first home game is
Wednesday, December 12 at 7:30
against Campbell College who defeated
Howard earlier this season 82·81 in
Buies Creek, North Carolina.
··11 will be nice to play at home, even
though its late for a season opening
game. I am hoping for a good crowd,"
added Beard.
The Bison next game is against
Winthrop College this Saturday in Rock
Hill, South Carolina al 7:30.
\

··Tuey (Winthrop) arc a big silong
team that will try to keep us from getting
control of the game by running up and
down the court," said Beard.

A slow start by the Howard Lady
Bison, including two losses in the
season
opening
Virginia
Conunomwealth Tournament, to Wake
Forest and Marshall University drove
head coach Sanya Tyler to make a
surprise statement one day in practice.
''I told them I quit,'' said Tyler. But
11 year coach of the team must have
thought better of it as she is still
coaching.
The team took her threat to heart and
respo nded · with a 68-58 victory
Tuesday over William & Mary in
Williamsburg Virginia, for their first
victory in three games.
Howard trailed 26--25 at halftime,
but thanks to senior forward Karen
Wilkins who scored a game high 24
points, along wilh the surprise play of
guard Angelitta Eliott, were able to
control the second half for the victory.
Elliott, a junior transfer guard from
Toronto Canada, played well and most
of the second half at point guard, which
forced the two guards who nonnally
play that position, senior LaShawn
Fann and junior LaTcsha Williams to
the bench.
''She played the whole game
undercontrol, and provided some play
that we have not seen so far from the
other two,'' said Tyler.
Elliott had eight points and three
assists in 17 minutes of play.
Sop~ transfer Tanya Banks had

•

championship ring in 1988 for winning
the 1987 MEAC's , but that was only
because of the football team's effort to
get their 1987 football rings. So after
they went public saying that the
university promised them rings if they
won the MEAC, the university gave
them rings and then decided to give us
rings too.
- How do I know that we only rec.eived
rings because of the tootball team's
actions? Because when we woo the
same MEAC championship the very
next year, there were no rings issued.
When I look back at my years as a
Bison, I'm pleased that I bad the cliana>
to play with those guys. We bad a good
time, we played some good tennis, we
won a couple of championships and we
even got to live in Cook Hall. Hey we
could be a part of a trivia questiori one
day. Who were the last guys to live in the
athletic dormatory that presently
resembeles a graveyard?
As I prepare to leave Howard, there
are a lot of things I 'm grateful for and
being a Bison is only one of them. I
truely believe that this institu~ one
of the finest in the world, academically
speaki ng. And afterall, getting an
education was my main reason for
coming all the way accross the counb:y
10 go to school.
But when I think about the next man
who will take my place. I only hope that
the situation improves. lhere are so
many good athletes that come through
Howard thal never fully find out just
how good they can be.
We already know about the Steve
Wilson's, Jimmy Johnson's, and Paul
Cotton's who have excelled in their
various sports, but I 'think we owe the
stars of tom.morrow like the Cluistopher
Gayle 's a fair shot.
With the whole athletic program
being under the inspection and
exaimination of Dr. Steve Favors
hopefully some oeeded changes will
result. But until then, I wish all of the
coaches, trainers and most importantly
the student athletes the best in their
voyage of reaching the top of their trade.

All the prob!eihs suggest that the can testify that they don't pay at the
money isn't being lhandled in the best junior college level.
n1anner. And it is because of this that
While sitting with my old c.oach
Athletic Director jWilliam Moultrie ( watching the 1990 women's basketball
\vho is responsiblq for allocating the team working out we noticed them
n1oney as far as thl: athletic prOgram is preparing to break in 'their new shoes for
conce rned) wouldn't win any the up-coming season. We both laughed
popularity contest! held in the Burr because for one: the shoes they were
Gymnasium or around the campus for replacing looked like they still had a few
that matter.
I
games left in them and second: we
From the outside it's hard to • tell couldn't understand how they could be
what's going on, I mean most Viewers getting new shoes when my old coach
only see the athlet9s during competiton coUldn't get his players a pair of socks.
a11d believe me )'OU \\ ill never see a
It's funny how the rich contiue to get
football player steR foot onto the fie ld richer, while the poor get poorer. Ha Ha
v.'ithout a helmet, or a' baseball pla)'er Ha.
'''i1!1out a glove.
To make matters worse and cliinbing
But. from tl1e inside )'OU do see to the top harder, there seems to be a
pla)·ers \\'earing l1ast )'ear's shoes, serious ego·problem around the
\\'Caring last )'ears; sweats, practicing hallways of the Burr.
\Vith tennis balls that \\'On 't bounce,
Man)' feel it is these egos that are
calling home ask.i11$ mom for money to keeping "the sports program in a stagnant
spend not on books, but equipment that state. And their arguments have some
should have already been supplied.
creditability when one sees bow the
'
At the junior college level, scholarship money is spread around.
equipment was supplied . so who was I
While certain programs are
to think that life would be worse at a suiviving al near homeless standards
''big tin1e'' universit)'. I thought when there seem to be some other progrms
I moved up to the university level that have so much money that they can
especiall)' Di\'ision 11 I was taking a step afford to have some of their team
fory,•ard.
trainers on scholarship. I ask you is this
In relrospect, I spent more money good business? Better still, how do we
playing for Ho\\•ard than I did at junior justifty such actions to a player who
college, 00\.\' does that make sense? doesn't understand why there isn't
After all you arc suppose to get paid to enough money for him or for his team
PEACE ......
pla)' in the ''big league·· aren·t you? I to get the essentials.

Basketball
Notebook
'

W ow many times I was

told during my playing days tha:i we
don ' t have any money for new
equipment. And like other athletes,
would go out and pay for it myself j
because of my love for the sport.
What made the tough times so hard

By Martin Lewis

'
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Lady Bison looking to regain
winning touch.
,
10 reOOunds, seven offensive. all of

them c.oming in the sea>nd half.
Losing the first two games came as a
surprise to the .Lady Bison who have
possible NCAA Tournament hopes and
need to win games like they lost.·
''We were iusty againsl Wake
Forest, and we nevir showed .up for
Marshall," said Tyler.
The team was able to regroup in
practice, then get a· needed win before
they play in the University of Missouri
tournament this weekend against South
Alabama. The team plays their first
home game Wednesday against
Maryland at 5 p.m..
"Coach (J'yler) told us at halftime
when we were down, that they (Williani
& Mary) was no better lhan us, and that
we need to get some heart," said guard
Felicia Oliver. "I think that victory is
going to get us headed IOWvds a major
winning streak."

'
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EACH FOR .AMERICA
application deadline for spring Interviews

January 4, 1991

. .•' .
. -.

Teach For America is
a national teacher
corps of talented,
dedicated individuals
from all ethnic
backgrounds and
academic majors who
commit two years to
teach in urban and
rural .areas that have
persistent teacher
shortages.
'
Applications are available at the Career Planning
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.

-

\

.

and Placement Office

for more information, contact
Maria Alves at 408-5143

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a le\>
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before tht
dreaded astronomy exam.
On theawakc,th~r handd. Vivari!J gives you the defi1tite advantage. II helps
keep you
e an mentally alert for hours. Safely and co11ve11ie11tly. So
even when the subject matter's dull, your mind \viii stay r.uor shai p
If Galileo h:id used Vivarin, maybe he coutd have n1astered the ,olar
system taster, too.
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A SALUfE TO TI-IE
IEADF.RS OF ToMORROW -

•

AIR FORCE ROTC CADEIS.
•

lt->Q•· 1s a t1n1t• for da:1s1on. ,::,omt! will choose to
ll•
!1•1 o.; ~ through Air Force RO"l"C.
. , .. 111 1 •Vt:. rt1e whole concept of Air force ROTC
ri;:vvlves around t he cultivatio11 of qualities that count
fo 1 ll·a<lersh 1p. And whether you 're about to start college ()r t1ave al ready begun , it's time to make your

- --·~===~

dec1s 1u11 . f /OW .

)o(radudtion . you 'll be a11 Air force officer. You 'll
µus:,,t·:.,., ,.,l1l1d 111a11age111e11t skills and a strong se11se of
_::.t:"ll-.<t:-.:-u 1.11 il'.e. You 'JI know the de1nands of success and
lllt' 111ed11111g <>I r~µo11sibility.
..
A11ll }i1l1"ll havt' the 1o1,reat Wt:!alth of opportun1t1es
d1..l ·u 1 cte<l l o thust' who t:hoose to be leaders.
~tart 11uw. Co11tat:t
U p1.1 11

ON BR"AKING \V ITH CIVIL! I'.'.

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
(202) 806-6788
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here
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DON'T RIDE GREYHOUND FOR
HOLIDAY TRAVEL!

,
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1.. (;rt'} t1011n d using you to t·xploil il's workers'! Ft>r lhe holiday season.
(;rt')'h11und is s i11'11di ng $5 millio11 un ttdvtl'lislng lo attract student riders.
'l'et they \OIJn' t nl'g11ti11te 111 rair t'•1•1tr.ict with their unionized workers, "ho
~acrificed tht•i r ~a laries to help s avt tl1e con1pany. The strike Is now IJ
111o11ths 11 1d. (;rt') l1ou11d's surety record Is under serious investigation In
~e, er.i l i.1:1tt'' ,,1,ert• i11cidenls 11r 1111s11re operations have occun't'd
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DON'T BUY INTO INJUSTICE I

'
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YOU CAN HELP!

•

1. RIDE OTllER TRANSPORTATION·
a. CMr Poul-Use The Rider Board
b. Amlrak Train

\

c. Alrplant'S (uapl·Contioeolal or Eastern)
,
d. l lther Rl'gional Bus Co1r.paoles
2. JOIN 1'11E UNION WORKERS l,N THE PICKET LINES.
,
3, COLLEL'T t 'OOD TO HELP Sl'RIKING WORKERS AND THEIR
FAA.tlLIF.S

\
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BERM U l)A CoLLEC;E WEEK S

'

TO JOIN US IN THE FIGHT FOR
JUSTICE, CALL:

l'vlarc:h .l • 31

, . :. 379

FRONTLASH
(STUDENT GROUP OF THE AFL-CIOI

I h~l,1-, K,j••> _\., I •'"l""lu>I\•
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1-(800) 833·3250 or (202) 783-3993.
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The Howard University Alumni Oub of
Long Island presents a ''Holiday Jam,"
Friday, December 28, 10 p.m.-2 n.m .,
Knights of Columbus Hall, 682 El111011t
Road, Elmont, NY.
Student price:
$5.00 with a toy, $10.00 without. Toys
will be donated to charity. Dinner
reserved. Info: (718) 723-9195.

WITTIQUf WAUS: Prospects for
Freedom in Ea.stem Europe and China.
I

Discount
tickets
for
seJected
Washington Bullets games are

Engineering Student Council presents
its Annual Ski Trip Extravaganza at
Montage Elk Mountain, PA $150 per
pe"'°n (4 per room) $160 per pe"'°n (3
per room) .$170 p!T person (2 per room)
vcr, span. jacuzzi. etc. $80 deposit due
12/ JO Remainder due by 12/22
Engineering Council Office Rn1. G-20
of Engi11eering Bldg - 806-6633.

available \vith special Bullets/Howard
University Office of Student Activities
flyers.
Glamour Magazine announces its 1991
•
TOP TEN COLLEGE WOMEN
COMPETITION for college juniors,
Winners \viii receive a cash prize,

national recognition, an all-expe11sespaid trip to Ne\v York City to meet \Vith
top professionals., and a photograph and
S)'nopsis of accomplishments in tht:
October 199 1 issue of Glamour
Magazine .

The D.C. Jugglers Associatio11 in\•ites
all Jugglers to participate in their lm91 activities.

Schedules and contact

information are available.
Don 't '''ait until summer to get a
summer job, get information on how
) 'OU can obtain a copy of the 1991

Suf11mer En1ployment Guide now!!!
The University of Pittsburgh is o_ffering
an ele\•en month , 3-'ferm - MBA
progran1. All students are welcome to
apply regardless of major.

.

End of semester HAPPY HOUR by the
Virginia Oub Fr. Dec. 7 at 3529 13th St.
NW FREE BEER $1 Cover $1
daiquiries 9p.m.wuntil.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 9th Salute to
House, Rockers, and Oub Music at
Oub Baja (fommy Wong's) M. St./
Thomas Jefferson, Georgetown, NW
D.C. fealuring the finest DJ's Attire:
casual but fashionable. Doors open at
10:00 p.nt. for more info call: (202)
965-0698.
.

One roundtrip plane ticket fi:om Wash.
DC to Michigan. Departs: Dec. 19,
1990 returns: Jan 8, ' 1991. Leave
m=age with Yolanda (202) 526-2832,
price: $180.00 (negotiable).
Atte11tion Rochesterians! There will be
a meeting on Monda)', December 10, at
Bethune Lounge./ Topic:
Holiday
mixer Call Danielle 319-CXl91 ~ Kare:n
319-9012 Tamitha 319-1081.

'

'fhinking about Spring Break???
Cancun, Jamaica, The Bahamas? I have
infom1ation on all spring break services
advenised @ Howard.
If you are
serious about traveling, you need to
examine the brochures for spring break
hotels. There are numerous packages
out there, so I am offering to do cost
comparisons between my trips and
others. Save $30 if reservations a.re
made before Jan. 1. Call David @ 2328450.

STUDENI'S! Do not be taken by VISlT CUBA .
Since 1969 the
Spring Break packages. Check for price Venceremos Brigade has promoted
additio ns
a nd
quality
of friendship between the people of C\iba
accommodations before you pay your and the U.S., enabling thousands to
hard earned money !!!!
If you are witness
first-hand
the
Cuban
interested in a panicular trip, bring your Revolution. Join the Brigade on it s
infonnation to the Office of Student annual two week educational trip tn
activities and we will be glad to April 1991. Cal (202)452-5866.
schedule an appointment to look over
your trip with you.
Attention English Club invites you to a
pre-finals ''feast '' Sunday, December 9
ATTENTION
STUDENT at 3:00 p.m. 1265 Monroe St. (near
VO LU NTE ERS .
Re\vard
your Brookland Metro Station) FREE.
voluntee r spirit \Vith the General
Motors/HO\vard University Volunteer Next N.A.A.C.P. meeting Tues. Dec.
Spirit A\vard.
11 Locke Hall Rm . 105 6:30 p.m.
The Foundation for Economic
Education is sponsoring its 1990-91
Freedom Essa)' Contest. The topic of
this year 's contest is A WORLD
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Santa ' s Express to New York,
Brooklyn. Dec. 14, Dec 21, Leaving
Cram. Aud. 2:30 p.m. $30. Junior (202)
466-1641.

Rooms available immediately in
Historic LeDroit Park spacious newly
renovated rooms located on Howard
University campus.
Desire mature
stable students call: (202) 882-8620
days.

Receive a free Magazine with
information and addresses for over 100
well known companies in exchange for
your resume, and no money ever. This
offer · is available to the first 200
students!

Thinking about moving 2nd semester ?
Reserve your room now and move in
before you go home for xmas vacation .
Two (2) rooms available at $275 each.
Both rooms are furnished and have w/
w carpet. Your housemates will be 3
other Howard students. Call Bea 2911480 leave message.

Seeing through a glass dark1y? Here;s a
real eye-opener- AJnway Preferred
Vision Care! Save 20-60% on eye
ware-contact lenses, frames, lens and
bifocals. Why pay full price? Order you
APVC Membership card today. Over
2,300
participating
optical
professionals to serve you with the most
up-to-date in eyewear. Membshp. Fee.
$820.00 per yr. Call M& Lewis 3102610.

Four bedrooffi with large living room.
Wall-to--Wall carpeting, two porches
and backyard. Walk campus. $220-375
per room+ util (lower for group) (301)
656-3935.

Watch out for one of the newest singing
sensations around Mark Lamont
'
Stevens, Baritone (Spread the word)
(202) 526- 0309.

Renovated F.nglish basement apt. All
new plush carpeting, lots of closets,
central air conditioning, security
\ystem, off street parking , backyard.
Calling all oolleges to the '' Finals Slam
Near campus . $745+ utiL (303) 656Jam'' Oub Kalabash 1831 14th Street
3935.
Saturday, December 8 10 p.m.4 a. m.
for your House, Hip Hop & Reggae.

,

U.G.S.A is accepting articles for The
Omowe Journal .
Contact Tracy
Mcferrin, Room 110 Blackbum.

EYERYllllNG MUST GO! Furniture
sale! Prices are low! EVERYI1l1NG
IS IN GOOD CONOITTON! CAIL
ROCHEi 1 E (301) 853-3094 Btw'n 10
a.m,w 11 p.m.

JOBS

PERSONALS
~m

as you learn, work your own hours
(703) 715-6811 24 hour message.

Congratulations to the MLK Jr.
Forensics Society members: Toni D.
Blackman Charles Coward Candace
Kelley John Jackson Kanili· Sharp for
placing at the LaSalle University
Tournament in Philadelphia, December
1&2 and winning the 3rd place
Sweepstakes Trophy!

•

Are you tired of being broke yet?! Earn
over $2,0CO (comm.) during Christmas

HOUSING

vacation.
Exceptional management
Furn. room availab~ for Jan. $310 utl.
OPJX!rtunity and job benefits available.
included. Gose to campus. Share
For more info. call the G.Q. Williams
house with 4 females. 745-7470.
Agency (703) 91<!-7858 (anytime)
Female students seek female student to
share 3br apartment; Silver Spring;
sianing January; $290+ electric; 4394119 (301).
Females only . Lafge, lovely house to
share with everything furnished ;
utilities; washer/dryer w/w close to
campus $350 mo. Now (301) 6815761.

-

NW- Vermont Avenue.
Furnished
Room. Metro. Nr. HU Dorms. 2 bath .
295+ utilities/mo. (202) 462-2246.

MISCELLANEOUS:
"COMPlITER FOR SAIE" 12 .Milz
Z<ro-wait, IBM PC/AT, '286 asking
price • $1,600-0NO call John, at (202)
526-9408,
Interested in jobs of internships?? Want
your resume circulated to Fortune 500
companies nationwide? TRS, a resume
referral service needs resumes from
Howard Students. This opponunity is
absolutely FREE, and costs nothing!

2-Aphi-90
I'm proud of you!
Congratulations on graduating. You're
a great end of the tine, and ''You are tt.i:
Essence." With Blue & Gold pride 1l APhi-89.

31 + 32-Aw90: Good luck on your fmals
roomies. I 'll miss you over the break.
13-A-90 Skee-wee
53 D.0.1.S. Despite many obstacles, we
have maintained the true definition of
our being. I love <111 of you. 13-A-90
Skee-wee.

30-A-90 I hope you have been enjoying
your goodies. Sec ya this weekend.
Your secret sorer Skee-wee.
To
my
spec,
2-Aphi-90:
Congratulations on your graduation.
I'm proud of your succ.css. YEEP!!
Love always, Charon l-Aphi-89.
22-A-90, I love you, Sands!
who?

Guess

Hi Amy! You Know Who.
To the cast of'As the World Bums'':
Hope you all have a save and
''environmentally aware'' holiday
season.
Luv, Jen
To the luniatics of 2217:
Have the safest and happiest of
holidays .
Luv, Jen
To Adrian (5th Floor Sutton),
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY!!!!
(Dec.I)
(And you thought it couldn ' t be done.)
Guess Who???

10-A-90: Sands I love you & will miss
you. Your ps, 13-A-90 Skee-wee

P=G Productions present "It must be
Magic" Sunday, Dec 9 at the Ritz. Price
$2 from lOp.m.-llp.m.
$6 from ·
llp.m.-3 a.m.
College I.D. required

Chocolate
Put down your guard. How can I get to
know you better?
A brother from Cali

To Paula W.
i
Don't forget your friends at H.U while
you're in Ohio. Tice care of yourself '
and have a mery christrnas
Eric

Checks for the following students are on HOLD in either the Office of Financial Aid . ~r the Office of Student Accounts. Use the
following legend to determine 1the appropriate action to take in order to insure the · timely and proper handling of your check.

OFFICE OF FINAN<"¥1 AID

OFFICE OF STUDENT ACCOUNTS

• Financial Aid Transci'ipt
•• Certification Statement
••• Not Enrolled

CHECK ENDORSEMENT NEEDED

(No Asterisk) Entrance/Exit Interview- Report to the Office bf Financial
,.
Aid 'and Student Employment for an Bfpolntment,

'
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5-A-90: JUST WANTED YOU TO
KNOW TIIAT I LOVE YOU SO!
YOUR SECRET SOROR, ?-A-90

•

•

